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Second Year In Rc;ow
For Laker Speech Team
Calloway County Laker Speech Team
Colson won first in humorous inThe Laker Speech and Debate Team
.:has made it two years in a-- inirterpretation. Richy Cunningham won .* endsita aeason as'the first undefeated
capturing the championship of the 58th
first place honors in storytelling.
season ever for the team.
.Annual .Kentucky State Speech TourAlthough Ms. Tucker, Williams and M. _
Coach Larry England will be taking
nament this weekend.
Colson advance to national com- the Junior vat airy team to the Junior
The Laker Speech Team won the
petition,Ctmningham will not be-able to
Varsity State Tournamentin
tdurnament with 169 sweepstakes compete in the national -tournament
LexingtoAprl
21 and 22. He anticipates
retvrpoints. Murray High Speech Team
because his event, storytelling, is not
ning a big victory for his junior high
-captured fourth place with 80 points.
offered, according to a spokesman.
team, he said.
The tournament_was._held _at the- -Three team members received
University. of Kentucky, Lexington. --second place in their events. They
:-P
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ighitcyipa
etedtin
igh scch
oo
no
lls
peti
ft
rio
e state. WireF 'Karen Edwards, original_ .
on
m
_
oratory; Glynis Taber, prose; and Dale .M
_envies were logged in Pi different - Finney, analysis of public address.
vents.,
Kim- Kemp, Meleeh- Paschall, and—
- Lesa Hoke also qualified for final
W•
Three Laker Speech Team members
competition. The following students •
G
Gail Tuck, utomati
and
ed
inualifi
uck -:1
111fiama
also competed in the state tournament:
Lasn
automatically
- for a trip to _the National w.,.' Craig Redden, Paul Guy, Tim Feltner,
Bruce McManus, James Bibb; .john
Tournament in Chicago in-July after
Murray Cligh School llpeech Team
winning haat place hamar/in the too Brinkley, Danny ICingins, Chris Taylor,
won fourth placnin sweepstake_a points
- Watkins, U) the KentuckyIlia school.Speech
., Masa; (714 -1
tournament-The three wilLrepretient_-__ _NACI-41.1310
the state of Kentucky in the national Tammy Feltner,. Patty Robinson, League State Tournament at the
Debbie Smith, Sheila Darnell, Tammy- University of Kentucky in" Lexington
•'
cont...
rafinty i-601 xtudents Debbie Smith and CrAg_Redden Show die
Inger -1theII, 15awn Medd, this weekend.
Kentucky
State
In
the
its
captured
,Team
second
Speech
sweep
in
as
many
years,
County
High
--,/delight that comes with winning a state title after Calloway
Jackie Parker and Rhonda Darnell. •
the Laker Speech Team brought home
Y"
High School Speech League State Tournament for the second year in a row this past weekend. Calloway Cciunty
The Murray speech team won 80
Fire Rescue Squad, county sherfff's deputies, and other police vehicles escorted the telitn from Alma-into-Murray . . four first place troPhics.. mud' three----Lakers-arrived in Murray late sweepstakes points. Calloway County
Saturday night. Some team members are competing today-inMoridieadinniniwtamerit thaLqualideiStudents for __second place trophie.s. .
Satairday night and were escorted from ._ High Laker Speech team won the state
The tournament atiatited-litmech
,
h
almo through town and out to CallowayNational Forensic Tournament competition tit Chicago.
tournament amassing 168 sweepstakes
- teamsfrom throughout the state. Union
County High. The victory celebration
..-Assat
'
ts.
'
County High Speech 'team captured
.
'
coach
was cut short due to the fact that
second place with 132 points. Louisville
Larry England and eleven-of--the team
Murray High student Laura Shinners
Atherton came in 'killed -with 85,
members were to leave Murray early _ won a second place in the tournament in
'8O------ StmdaY morning ta---- -caittPete- at - diantata. interpretation. Three other
- 1V -MurraY-Hig12----witilMiow-113*'
.points.
Morehead in the National Forensiet students advanced to the finald, Steve
sweeptakes win, inLeague District Tournament, the other - Seam- Delores Honchul and Debbie
dividual members on Laker Speech
qualifying tournament for national - Geurfn.
About 600 Murray State University said parents of students ---to-be- program. Eleanor Mills, Guston senior, team won top honors.
competition.
will deliver the invocation.
• students who have distinguished r_ecpgnized on stage will be notified of
For the second consecutive year, Gail
Mark Elberton coaches the Murray
Coach England expressed his apAftitnselves by academic achievement 'the Miner,and issued an invitation to
High
group, some of whom are comCurris will welcome guest to the Tucker received firat place in
welcomed
the
preciation to those who
campin, and,Read will _introduce the extemporaneous st6eaking. Chuck' team home Saturday night and said the
andleadership will share the spotlight attend by Dr. Constantine W. Curris;
peting this week a National Forensic
academic deans. The deans will preside Williams won first in boy's exTournament qualifiying tournament at
- during the anmial Honors Day Program university president.
team hopes to qualify several' more
"Honor Day has a special meaning,"
Morehead
on the campus on Sunday, April 23.
as representatives of each un- temporaneOus spealting
members for the national tournament.
_ _ and Luana
Scheduled 'at 2 p.m. in the Studeat. _ Read said,"because it is a recognition
dergraduate college make presenthe success of young 'people-- - :batons.
Center auditorium, the program wiltinclude about 225 individual presen- dedicated to high goals. It is also an
Among those to be recognized during •
tations of grants, cash awards, cer- occasion for all- of us, especially, the
_ _ program are the outstandirrsettior
tificates, and citations by the university parents, to show our pride In tbeim for
woman land man, outstanding stiidentit
and by various campus scholastic and their accomplishments:"
In various academic departments and „
Steve Bourne of Murray,a senior'who
honorary organizations.
honor societies based on scholarship,'
Dr. William G. Read, vice-president served during the 1977-78 school year as
and students namesilo "Who's Who in
for academic programs aid chairman -the Student Government Association
American Colleges and -Universities."
of the Honors Day planning committee, president, will preside during the
Members of Gamma Beta Phi
national service society will serve as
ushers and members of the Student .
Oerernment Association will assist
with a reception in the lobby of the .
•
Student Center following the program-.
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Murray State Honors Day Set

Weekend Accidents
Result In Init_tries
Both Kentucky State Police and
Murray Police personnel investigated
accidents during the weekend that
resulted in injuries, authorities say.
According to Kentucky State 'Police,
three persons sustained injuries in a
two car accident about 11:25 a.m.
Saturday at the intersection of A. B.
Lassiter Road and Outland School
Road.
Injured in that accident were Steve
Richard Bloetner, 22, Tavener Drive,
Louisville, who sustained a concussion,
Charles Hayden, 404 E. 22nd St.,
Owensboro, 22, minor injuries, and
Alicia Ann McCuiston, Box 796,
Murray, who sustained lacerations.
State police said Ms. McCuiston was
traveling on Outland School Road when
the car she was driving collided with
•

Girl-Scouts Set'

the Bloerner

auto which pulled from
A.B. Lassiter Road. The McCuiston
auto struck the Bloemer auto on the left
side, shearing the rear off the Bloemer
auto.
Hayden was a passenger in the
Bloemer auto, state police said.
In Murray,60-year-old Mada Turner,
a passenger in an auto driven by Henry
Turner, 69, both of 1306 Sycamore, was
hospitalized Saturday----morning
following an accident at 12tbauld Vine
in the city.
.
According to Murray Police, the
Turner auto pulled from Vine and
collided with an auto driven by Bobby
Futtrell,48, 504 S. 9th. St., Murray, who
was traveling on 12th Street. The accident happened at about 10:25 a.m.
Saturday. '

Cookie Sales
The Murray and Calloway County
Girl Scouts and Brownies will hold
sidewalk sales of cookies on April 15
and April 22. The sales will be in front of
Otasco, Rose's, and the National Store
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. according to
Scout leaders.
"The girls have met with great
Success in selling the Girl Scout Cookies
door-to-door, but due to the bad weather
during the sale many people were not
contacted," a spokesman said. "The
sidewalk sales will give everyone the
opportunity. to buy any of the six
varieties' of Girl Scout Cookies," the
spokesman said
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POST TRIP CHAT---Calloway County High School Speech Coach Larry England (facing camera)chats with school officails Dr.jack go....se, superintendent of the Calloway County School system, Ron McAlister, assistant superintendent, and Clayton Hargrove, Calloway County High basketball coach,following the speech team's return from
Lexington where the team captured the Kentucky High School Speech League State Tournament. The win marked
tbe second state title in as many years for the Laker team. Murray High Speech Team to fourth place in the tournament. Union County captured second.

Countiatis Named To Arts Group

Irvin P. Bright, owner of Bright's in'Murray, has contributed 8500.00 to be ,
used during the Clean-Up and
Mrs. Robert 0. Miller, Dr. Bob Head, -grant-making processes.
1978, at the Purchase Area DevelopBeautification Week in Murray and-2,_-- and John G. Winter of Murray; have
--The Arts Steering Committee will
ment District office in Mayfield.
Calloway County.
ineet at 4:00 p.m,.on/Thursday; May 11,
been appointed members of the PurThe public is invited to attend. .
Bright, who has an appreciation for
chase Area Arts Steering Committee.
landscaping and greenery, has asked
The committe, chaired by Paducah
'that his donation be used to upgrade the
Mayor William Murphy, is a product of
downtown shopping district.
the Regional Arts Facilitatior
One Section -12Pagef
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Program, whieh was initiated in this
Miller, who accepted the donation,
area last November through the state
reports that the Town-Litt Committee,
Who Is Drexel' Davis and what is he doing in the state
arts agency and the- Ptirchase Area
chaired by A. W. Simmons, Jr., is very
governor's chair? An unusual quirk in KentucleY slate
Development Distriet(PADD .
A
interested in using the. money donated
government_ makes it possible Thursday for Kentucky
The Regional Arts''Facilitator
by Bright to upgrade what they feel is
Secretary of State Drexell Davis to sit in jhe chair norProgram is an effort by the Kentucky
the center of the downtown area, the
niallY occupied by Julian Carroll. Read the Associated
.
Arts Commission to assess the arts
of the happening today,Page 12. •
Preaaaccouat
courthouse lawn. Plans are being made
needs in Kentucky. The Purchase area
to purchase additional trees and shrubs
r.
isene of the five pilot regions in the
to accent the courthouse.
:tate in'volved with this program.
The Steering Committee's major task
Leonard Vaughn, president of the
are.to deeelop questiOnate.which will
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
10,11 .
Classifieds
assess the styes needs, to establish
Commerce has urged merchants and
7
major
objectives
and
bylaws,
goals,
Murray
an,
business' leaders in
issues, and to develop criteria for
..annaamiatanwievemareamsliskah;cosastarlIt,-,,•,•00,40.vera •smarl-Qaaarai..:.ag,
Aksilossay_.- toilitty 16 take -.concern
2'
Dear Abby •
selection 'of Regional Art Panel
during the clean-up.
Mostly sunny this morning btit
Deaths & Funerals
....... 12
members.
with a good chance of thunApril 22 is the target date for the
8,9
Owed formed, the Arts panel will
Farm rages. • • *
wrostopt
„--4awitorinsaleualoping.this afterIndI.litandredn..-aL -sat_
litrIteertng- enintitittee-and-noon. Highs in the low to mid 80s
laid:Renomination rnembers become a full-standing PADD cornvld
let's Stay Well •
•I21
Occasional thunderaiorms
have volunteered to coiled debris on
Local Scene
.
outt..e
possibly heavy at _tittles tonight.
this day. Other interested partieti maN
4
Opinion Page . .
Lows in the upper 50e to low Mks.
call Janice Austin, the clean-up cout,
The developed plan will thee
Sports
5,8,7
di/later, at 753-4770 to enlist in this
forwarded to the Kentucky Arts
proj4ct
commission for consideration in future
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SUPPORT FOR CLEAN-UP -Irving P. Bright, left, has contributed $OO to
Murray and Calloway Cqunty to he applied to upgrading the downtown
business district. Shown receiving the donation are, to aright's right, are
• Calloway(ounty Judge Robert 0. Miller; Shirley Darnell, manager of
Bright's, and 1 eonard Vaughn president of the Marra), and Calloway Coen,/ tY Chamber of(ommert e
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The fifty third annual Spring president. The credentials PaduCalt 5th grader at Emma
Conference of the First report was given by Mrs. Jim Morgan .E:lementary School,
pistrict of Kentucky Parents Esselstyn, Paducah, and the Paducah.
Art- Intermediate level and Teachers was held courtesy report by Mrs
soulmemis
C. „ Bowden, worr by • Kim Freels, 1954
Tuesday evening, April 4, at Elizabeth
Cherry Street, Paducah,
.County Mayfield..
Carlisle
the
The National ttrigress of Student-at Emma :Morgan
Elementary School with
IF%
Mir
district president, Glynn Parents and Teachers held a School, Paducah.
"-•
" ram
v.
•,a.
Art - Junior High level-fine arts project with all en'
Wilson; presiding:
.
tt 0 tin
,The devotional was given by tries to be the original work of won by Lisa Sweatt, Brazelton
'High,. Vachicah.
Rev. Jphn Snow, pastor of the the student and the works
Art - Primary level - Won
Milburn U. M. Church. Mrs. could be on ,are, art,
Betty Sternman, president of literature, or music. The four by James Bob Rice, 2nd
Robertson
the Carlisle County PTA gave categories were as follows: grader
--- the wefetiiie and the res /Ise primary,intermediate. Junior Elementary School,. Murray.
.T.tiese entries will be carried
was given by Mrs. Norman High, and Senior 'High. .
The following Were chosea: fit the state convention of the
Blakley, first district ViceKentucky-Congress of Parents
(lithe district level:
_ president, Music and
The National .theme was -and-Teachers, judged on the
tertainment was furnished by
state level, and if they4in will
DEAR ABBY: Equal tithe, please, with the stewardess
Davis Henderson, music "Love is"
be carried to the natiOnal•
- who describes all stewardeisses as "intelligent, gorgeous
Intermediate
Literaturrtt
-County
-Carlisle
teacher,
het
exhibit
Of
Guld,halan
Art
the
Murray
of
DELLE FRAZIER, local.arlist and meniber
and in their 20s," and ap pilota_ea,"balding. burped._ out.,
conventioq
fer_Mging_ort the
a
LAW
61,
;
i
'
:7- 2
school_
_
Cotlettion of oil paintings for viewing by patrons of the-Cape-ateri-Theaires from ten ,
7- ddle-aged an
role. '
national level.
Street,
Ge@rgia
Ite,
presidents
unit
local'
The
Brown.
Tommy
May I remind her that pilots are hired in their 20s, and
a.m. to closing through the month of April,according to the manager,
•
•
gave a-one minute talk on the
•
many are jiandsonte,„:.irat.elligear, -eligible and have a very
MC'
their
of
accomplishments
good.earning potential.
for the past year. Cub Scout_
If this stewardess looks around. she will see -many
:
'
2
-.11
'"""•
1tr Be
Troop No. 44 led in the plecige
steardesses Who are in their 50s*, chubby and old enough
•
;
._
to be the pilotS mother
to the flag. WYATT TWINS
•
AN AIRLINE PILOT
The program 'entitled
One of Ole most effective ways to determine
. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wyatt of
"Putting it all Together for-,
how valuable a food is nutritionally is to look at
Murray Route Eight are the
DEAR PILOT:Hetes-how another :airline pilot put it:
its nutrient density or nutrient-calorie ratio. A
Education" was a panel
born
on
girls
of
twin
10
parents
April
'Monday,
.
Tuesday.,April!! ratio of one to-one indicates that a food supplies
discussion made up of the
DEAR ABBY: What would a balding, middle-aged pilot
equal percentages of nutrient.and calorie needs.
Cordelia Erwin Unit of . Household shower for Mike Saturday, April 1, at the--- following people: Mrs,-George
who earns more than the vice president of the United
Beef's excellent nutritional value is proven,by
South Pleasant Grove United and Brenda Collie Parker who Murray-Calloway County •Koch, assistant superinStates want with a 20-year-old stewardess tor any other
Tina.---- Marie,
its high nutrient density, points out the National
Church will meet at lost their home and contents Hospital.
Methodist
Public
Paducah
tendent
of
thirteen
.
4
ds
20-year-old I whose vocabulary consists, mainly of -Oh,
Live Stock and Meat Board.
by fire with be held _at the weighing.five pOtin
seven p.m. .
+
- Schools' John Cromwell,
•
and a few othet juvenile cliches'? '
A typical cut of round steak has a protein to
Center from seven to. ounces, Measuring 18'.-2 in-. Paducah,
Dexter
Albritten,
Lawrence
.
THIRTY YEARS UPTRONT
1, a riboflavin to calorie
Matte Belle Hays Circle of nine p.m., sponsored, by che,..wits. born.at 10:04 a.m. member of paducah board of . calorie ratio of 2.5
ratio
of
1
2
to
1,
and
a
B12
to. calorie ratio of 3.5 to
five
weighing
Leigh,
April
_
All
Homemaker&
-DEAR ABBY:- l-am an unattached woman in my early
First -United- Methodist- -Dexter
',.education, Carl Averitt,
1 These -figures are especially impressive when
ounces,
nine
505 .I frequently receive dinner invitations from gentlemen
Church Women will meet at relatives and friends are in-- 'TP9unds.
- taking into consideration that about 20 percent of
teacher at .,,letton Jr. High.
wh
' - . nieasuring 1814 'inches, was
vited.
..seuen..p.m at the church.
the calories in the average American diet come Kerry Bass, Past president of
myself for many years. I enjoy their company and want to
born at 10:06 a.m. from foods with virtually no other nutrient value
Student
Tilghman
Paducah
'
reciprocate_ without the muss and fuss of preparing a
have one 'son,
They
'
DorothY Moore Circ_ile of
.
Chapter No.
Murray Star--'•
Council. and Harold Steele,
.
dinner-4ekiwein mY ow o apartmentom-Finvite them tobe
age fiver The
-ChristoPtler.
Church
Presbyterian
First
433 Order of the Eastern Star father is employed at the - . president of the Kentucky
my. gueits at a fine .restaurant.
IC*11
*slir*-10 Irj
k•Al 11(lhi
-atluittifretAik-the'T
stress_-that-they are to-be-MY guasts, but serneboax,-, will,7etinalp-P-41
' ---- *.
'ittre61-14-Perent••"
"
C
l
e
of
the
.Diviiiatt
tdurra-y•
Teachers.
when the bill is presented, I wind up being the guest. In
r'''''''
Tappan-Company.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at :-.
order to avoid a scene,- I quietly yield, but it. bothers me
The moderator was Mrs.
are
grandparents
Maternal
the Health Center, Nortk.-7‘ *
aims. of the Christian
because I know that in some cases I an better afford to
Melvin
Earles, the third viceRe are pleased to an.
Mrs. 'Faustine Walker of
rzpay the check than the gentleman. How does a lady get the
and Olive, at
president---of-the Kentucky
Women's Fellowship of the
of
Farris
nounce tkat Regina
Robert
and
Murray
check when she truly. --wents tobe the bootees'Congress of Parents and
First -ChfiStitin Church will
Ca;i1f. hrido-olpct
AM!
_
ALW
New -Cmc"1---The---Pale-r-nal. -Teat
-'herS...
as Toirows: r with-mts.. grandmother
m
Lavoie
Mrs.
is
Hike Stephenson, has
,
Crow, Kennett., Mo., will begin ._,Frank Holcomb at ten a. m.
Wilson presented a plaqpe to
DEAR'-•-GUEST: When she makes the dinner
Page of Murray. A great
selected her stainless and
at seven p. m. in. the Old
McKeelr
Greg
Carlisle
host
Mrs.
school,
the
and IV with
reaervaiiekaise (selects a restaurant where she is known
grandparent is :Bernadine _
ervsial front oar eon!
:
- -County Elementary --and-1:ta
and bag meat. She instructs the: maitre d' to charge__' Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine, it 7:30 p,m. with program by Adams of Murray. ,
Mete
.
bridal
Center,
registfy.
Murray
Arts
State
Clinkenbeard.
for
Elementary
Ledbetter
everything-to her account. including the usual gratuitied.
. Mrs.Jim
University.
Regina and Mike will.
- No mum, no ham, iso check; no embaermanickat. and
• having the most delegates in
. HOC TON GIRL
married June a. 1978.
be
everyone will beshipipl. _ -. _
, .
mem
A
life
attendance.
Kimberly Dawn is.thei
,1104 ,
Monday,April lft
Tuesday, April 11.
Kentucky
the
bership
in
Church of Christ monthly
. DEAR ABBYr-You wisely told a weenie, !!Even with
Murray State Worrien's chosen by Mr. and Mrs. .Congress of Parents and
skating party will be held With
Route
your limited education, you are probably a lot brighter
Track Team will meet the Kenneth Houston of
to .
youngsters through the sixth
their teachers was presented
Tn.,
for
Puryear,
than you think you are.
women's teaing from Austin • One,
. .
Mrs. Charles Davis, Paducah,
.
-skate tram . • "- Peay ancr.'keiTern-rentaelty baby-girl.
tier vrordzyntthetace
.
weighing six Paull& ' .-t
.,MURRAY, KENTUCKY
.
ay the members of the Pirst ,
,
Will Rogers-7
and seventh grade
• ., •
eight ounces, measuring
. .eight-p.m.
.
triangular,
Universities
in
a
District
PTA.
.
la4-14
, -There is nothing so stupid asan educated man. if - You .es_d_wfrom eightio ten p.m.
April
meet at SteWart Stadium - at inches, horn on Monday,
Mrs. Chirles Williams,,- get off the., thing that be..was,,educated in."
_
3, at the Murray-Calloway
president of Padicali City
, A itTHUR H. PRINCE,
Tuesday, April ii
"2:34) P.m"
,
County Hospital.
. Council, installed the newly
Calloway County Freed
DEAR ARTHUR: Right on. And someone else said,
• Grandparents are Mrs. elected officers who are as
Hardernan College Associates • -concert by soprano(lemma Earline
White and Wilbert
"We're all ignorant-but on different subjects."
presented
Dale-Will
by
the
be
follows: Mrs. Steve Summers,
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Houston of Paris, Tn., and .-Mirsit
.
Civic
Murray
secretary, and Mrs. Jan
annex of the University
CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU. If you are into contempoDean
of
Frances
Association:2i eight's:tn.' in ?errs
Brandsetter. second viceChurch
of
Christ.
rary poetry, get Jim Kavanaugh's newest book of poems
the_ LOvett Audftarill-M-4/ Tuzcakcasa
'
titled.-IF/inter. Has Lasted Too Long." 1 loved it. If your (..,....Kgrray State University.
kcal bookstore doesn't have it, it should.
Monday, April 10
Admission is by membership,
Baptist Young Women of cam,
Are your problems too heavy to,handle alone? Let Abby
Memorial Baptist Church will
,
help you. Per a personal, unpublished reply. write: Abby:
meet with Maigaret Wilkins, Sociologist Michael Miller of
G000 MOM TU1 RID ONLY
Rex 69700, Las Awles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped.
AP/11.11 12 13
17031iTimi
'
- view, at 7:30 p. m.
seillxklieseedeavAve.
Vanderbilt Un e...sity will , 3-31-78
Mrs. Anna J. Duke,
Benton,
EXPERTLY ORY CLE MK
.,
in
Room
ilpelik it5Onfelr-p.rn.,
Mutts118
MEN'S & LADIES
Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs. Betty B.'
- Murray Lions Club Broom 423, 11-rneT Arts
Ilitirsery 5
Oakley, Rt. 2, Cadiz, -Mrs.
and Light Bulb Sale will be Murray State ITniVersitY._This
IrEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Donna' A. Gardner, Rt. 2;
MIX OP MATCH
held in Murray.
'is free and open to the public
Baby Boy Crotch (mother Murray, Mrs. Aline Lovett,
Tuesday!,
NO LIMIT
Dana), Rt. 1, Murray. Bargain Nita
Rt. 4, Benton, Michelle L.
OR
• Tuesday, April 11
Wednesday, April 12
DISMISSALS
Kimbto, 1701 Keenland Dr.,.
At These Theatres
Homemakers Clubs will -Trombone recital by Tim
Mrs. Cathy J. Noles and Murray, bonnie J. Hutmeet as follows: Paris Road Bowling. Henderson, will be at
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Calvert City, cherson, Box 5419 Hart Hall, .
with Barbara White, riew seven p.m. in the Farrell Mrs.
Linda C. Norsworthy and
with
Providence
Patsy Pit- Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Baby Girl, 516 So. 7th, MSU, Miss Patricia G. Upton,
Hester Hall, MSU, Mrs. Marie
tman, and Coldwater with Arts Center, Murray State
Murray, Mrs. 'Christie A. E. Miller, Rt. 2, Hazel, John R.
Clos4-I
Mrs. Novle Fuqua,- all at one University.
Henson and Baby'Girl, P. 0. McLaughlin, Rt. 3; Murray,
p.m.
Box 202, Sedalia, Edward C. Albert M. Dodd, 913 N. 18th.,
Wednesday. April 12
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Kathy M.
Warren,' Riviera
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Circles of First [hilted
Murray, Mrs. Katrina R. Evitts, Rt. 2, Hazel, - Eugene
Methodist Church Women will 'meet et the Hazel Community
Fields, Rt. 5, Paris, In., Rutledge, 114 Spruce,Murray,
meet as follows: Maryleona Center at onep. m.
Keirone L. Kendall, 110 Mrs. Lola J. Fisk,804 N. 16th.,
Frost in social hall, Alice
Spruce, Murray, Caprecia F. Murray, R. B. Stunson, 171
Homemakers Clubs will
Waters with Mrs. Otis Brooks,
For Pr anAriformation, Please Call 753-3314
McAlpin, Box 158, Sedalia, Riviera, Cts., Murray, Mrs.
and 'Bessie Tucker with Mrs. meet as follows: Pacers with
Mrs. Brenda K. Parker, Rt. 2, Aline Steele, Rt. 5, Murray,
On Mangers
Conrad Jones, all at 9:30.a. m., Maxine Scott .at 9:30 a. tn.;
Murray, Mark H. Balentine, Mrs. Helen Clark, Fern"
29C
and Faith Doran at the church South Pleasant Grove at 9:30
Or Folded
Rt. 1, Almo, Tom E. Travis, Terrace
I N11 111\h111;
Ldg., Murray,
at two p. M.
a. m.at Uncle-Willie's Trading
Good All Wash
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Judith A. Howard W. Perkins, 68
Post to go to Brandon Springs;
Walker, Rt. 1, Farmington, Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Broom and light bulb sale of
Harris Grove at Ellis Center
Mts. Jeannie Falwell, Rt.'-.2, Ruth Tabers, Rt. 2, Murray,
Murray Lions Club will
at ten a. m.; Podertown at
Murray, Perzle Teague, Rt. I, Mrs. Frances. Wilcox, Rt. 8,
continue tonight.
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Paris. Tn., Mrs. 'Louis B.,- Murray, Mrs. Eula Outland,
-4
at ten a. m.; New Concord and
Walker, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. 1006 Olive St., Murray, Mrs.
Groups of First Baptist
New Frontier, place to be
Winaona S. Tucker, 1215
Church Women, will meet as announced..
essie I. Bynum, Rt. 3,
Daily Specials from Seven Seas
Melrose, Murray, . Mrs.
follows: I with Mrs. Charles
rray, Albert Kortrier, 1631
7 20,
isiecamouit
Beauton.P.
11Hazel,
Hart,
Rt.
Mercer
at
nine
a.
m..rjanelle
925
Co egeFm. Rd.. Murray.
Circles of First United
* TUESDAY SPECIAL *
'Calvin 6. -Gibson, Box 9,
boyle at church parlor at 9:30 Methodist
@WINNING
[Ends Thar.I KIRK DOUGLAS
Church
Women-will
'it
canon snomarss A
Hazel, Robert E. Cowan, 117
a.m.,; II with Mrs. Bertie meet as
Algal
10TH
•
Fisherman's
Platter
Special
follows: Hannah with
No. Blakemore, Paris, Tn.,
OPfN
Gingles at ten a.m.; III with Mrs.
Barbara Priddy. Ruth
A doh(ious
of Catfish Fillet,
Cleatous- Enoch, Felt. 7,
MONDAYS
Mrs. James Kee at two p.m., Wilson at
Academy Award Winner
FREEZING CHICKENS
the church, and
fresh gulf select cysters end gulf fried
Murray, Mrs. .May .0.
Clout;I
Wesleyan at'place to be ansh,
wip served with choa.• of potato
1114161111
Akkite ALLEN
McDaniel, 1612 Loch Lomond,'When .cooking'two chickens
Murray TOPS Club will
nounced, all at 7:30 p. rn
N Central 41r
7.2Q,
at
one
o,,thiten hushpuppies end col.
time
_to
save
energy
and
MONTHS
,slow
• ••••meet at seven p. m. at the
Murray. Mrs. Mary L.
DIANE KEAT(i,.
21--------- 9:05
'get a step ahead in meal
McReynolds,
,616
Flealth
Biped,
Murray Bass Club.will meet
111.E.I
preparation, the- National
it
Murray.
*WEDNISDAY SPECIAL *
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. in.
Broiler Council notesthat both
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Landlubber Special
the 'chikcen and the
oth
meitat the Dexter Center at
11111.11111illilliM
Under 17
All SeatV.01111.1111119
0
111111111.1
tie Have
Lynn
Grove
United 04-01-78
should
be
refrigerataed
im930a.
in.
Close 11
Fried Chicken
.14o Bargain Nite
WrittestPermiaaion •
Methodist Church Women is Adults 108
mediatery, while still warm It
,
South•rn fr.srd golden brown w.th
141 N Central Ctr.
scheduled to meetat twa p. m. Nursery 10
.
is recommended that the.
TLIRDAY7.
Ellis Center will be open
choice of pow.- role slow and
Newham Admissions
chicken be used within three .
from ten a. m. to three p.
NIGNI
•
southstrn hushpuppies
Baby.'Girl Cooper (mother days. If you wish to keep It
Mason's
I'Awe 4/27 I
Chapel
United
for activities by the Senior
H.
Methodist Church Women are Cecilia). Rt. 1, Hazel, Baby !eager, freeze the meat and Citizens with-devotion at 10:05 _ whedoded to nretat seven p.
Girl Belcher (- Mother Cpron), brattier ettherstoprffle1-Y Or
,,..menoperr.ve."mpritrmseurp-a44610m:ire boa -by
•
...M. o:o.04dr,"'"".
-•
Girls (2)
-"'"
•
-me
_WYlin---1motherEconomics
-121 Smith
Deparinrinl
c"aa
giegete meal site for Marie 1, Rt. 8, Murray, Baby
at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch or
.j
senior citizens, will be open Girl Wade mother Vickie);
eat
-a
"1
"
.'
resatumfaL
414.44811. -}----too.•
AL-frinn.te,is.n-nt-te*-se-Tr-rre -116-Pert
,
Pr
-ftakrfrrere noon, and band
'eye* gad ...Aland
OM*" s Mews,
and call 753-0929 by 11:15 a.m. Girl Jones ( mother Edna Rt.
I
Restaurant
practiet at one p.m.
and
1, FarmingtOn.
for transportation. •
rAttilon C•rttip•
13)4141
4
Dismissal* •
IIITAWAY ALD
Ii.,
Murray Quota Club- wilt
-nArs MIK
Bowling for senior
Minton, 506 N. 1st,Ittromttitli
meet git twelve aoon at the
M11',
.Mrs.
will be M Comtte Lanes
at
citizens.
-CS 411
Pam Myers and
TS 11 37,
Triandlblan.
Baby Boy, 1304 Walnut,
1:00p.m.
4.
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* Spring Slioppieg Tips
rosy complexion.
From The Desk Of
Rough-suraced, napped, or
have tome • plans, and the
Celer-Matching Tips
Jean W. Cloir
Kentucky experienced itafirst parents shoold not go to
When you're shopping for an loosely-woven fabrics worn
County Extension Agent
_lorriado_-"wa1ch".4 the ye4r- schools 140 a warning is,
'item that has to be color-cued - Ouse to. your face earLarnake-For Home Economics '
Feb. 1.3. prompting ;state given. "Parents only 'expose
or matcheNo selmething you your skin look smoother and .
Can't Wear That Color?
Disaster and _ Emergency themselves and their children
already own, take care. If at younger.
Maybe You Can!
. Services (DESkafficials to to needless risk," he added.
By contrast, nubby or
Remember when redheads all possible, wear that jumper
, remind Kentuckians of actions "In nearly every case the
stuck to greens and never when you're looking for a print coarse fabrics make your hair
110 take dtiring a •"watch" or child will be safer in school_
dared appear wearing pink? bloillse to go with it. Or, take a look finer-textured.
• -'7Warning.''
As you shop for spring
than at hone'
Forget it! Along with many snippet from a seam -.or
•--Tornadoes can occur at . -Buntin added that a
remember that
clothes,
carry
the
self-fabric
along
belt
other old color do's and don'ts,
anytime" Wilbur Buntin, '"weather radio" tuned to a
. texture should play as in
this one has been tossed out with you.
executive director of DES, National Weather Servicie
•
. -,
portant a part in your wartoo.
If Youve ever tried to match_ drobe planning as color
said. "But we know that they frequency can be a timely aide
Wear any color that's
are.most common around the in warning of dang&ous
becoming to your skin-tone is
-Pitfalls of Smooth Fabrics _
blue,
Commonwealth in spring and .. weather conditions. "These
the rule fashion designers go
A smooth, shiny fabric can
color-matching
tricky
how
early summer," he added,
radios clime in several types
NORTH CALLOWAY Elementary Scouts recently made a field trip to McDonald's
by now. And
you love a
cause the skiti to look coarse,
_
memory can be.
from
Buntin said that it is most sold across the state and could
with their leaders, Sue Ford, Junior Scout Troop No. 121, and Jo Ann Burkeen, Brownie
shade of plum, but it's unWhen-planning your war- and blemishes show up more
important that everyone -know be 'a small expense when
Scout Troop No. 288. Junior members are Buffy Elkins, Debbie Key, Marcia Ford, Kim
flattering to your skin, don't
drobe decide on a central color _ica-ay :Good choices for
the difference between a figured against the cost of
give up. Just keep it away
Borders, Carla Wagoner/ Michelle Ford, Jill Rowland, and Valerie Duncan. Brownie
scheme so that everything, flattering your skin are cor-watch" and a "warning."
'storm damage or loss of
from your face. Use it in a --,ehytiog your. aoceiirur
members are Renee Anderson,. Gwen Bailey, Jody Burloren, Chris Garnb_la Atitirorty
- diwuyS,--velvets,loosaow
-A
watch
is
issued
by
-the--lives-'', Buntin salicTheiadios-- Kernel!, Dena McClard, Kelly
.
skirt or accessodes,Instead. Janice
Newsom,
Shama
Tabers,
Thom,
evarythirtgalmeas
and all those rougbleiturecT
Tammy
Barnett,
with
go
Will
.National Weather Service are quiet until a "watch" or
Make-Up Magic
Ruth Ann Black;Christy Eldridge, Tina Hudson,Mary Marine, Natalie Miperusal, Carol
much as,possible,•• You-ft!dght natural-looking fabrics being
whenever conditions exist that "warning'..! is given and then_a_.You can also work a
of want to build your Witrdrobe featured this season.
'could cause tornadoes," tone alerts the owner andthe Phillips, Carol Therrien,and Anita Wagoner.
magic with make-up; giving
•
If _yciur`hair is coarse,-dull'around one kei color, perhaps
-Buntin-explained, -and-there --- ernergetverrne%asa-ge is -given.
•
yourself more leeway with
combination
of,
ftriVi
rewerry and meatuiri:01'
a
or
neu1ral,
a
are definite actions that
Buntin said that additional
fashion colors.
a neutral and a favorite other coarse-teured hats, such AS
should be taken." A -war- safety information on the
Remember that cosmetics
stratv, felt or `
color. Or, u.4e two or three those made
rung" is issued when a funnel Weather radio or tornado
can help tone down or warm
one shade for a sailcloth, will make your hair
of
tones
has actually been sighted and precautions is available
'
• •
up skin color. Blusherett will monochromatic look.-look finer. Shiny hats or shiny .
people- 'in affected areas thrdugh local DES, civil
enliven fair skin so that it
Redhead, blonds, '..lik.Jewelry near_ the hair will he
should take immediate Safety defense, and other emergency
doesn't took washed out brunette, the colors you wear uncomplimentary.
• precautions, he continued.
preparedness organizations.
against-libright outfit. Beige
Stick to one outstanding
are up to you!
Buntin advised that during a
The Gamma Gathma guest speakers, Mr. Euple extension officer,
can help cool a.tooMarsha foundation
texture
in an accessory,along
....•••••••••-.Yreeer
.
"Wo
--"Iwatel," individuals-should Chapter--of- Beta -Sigma -Phi- Ward from Needline an -i3 --Horton
:.;:. _ with several less noticeable
determine the best Shelter Pine wood Derby Is met March 30 at the home of Mark Singer from Murray
Refreshments were
': textures in outfits, to get the
area for use if necessary and
,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wiggins State
University
who by th,e hostess, Mrs.
:•::. most pleasing effects.
clear the lawn of outdoor
with Mrs. Trisha Nesbitt in presented the program on the Nesbitt.
•:.For example. a soft shiny
j4
Id
By
Pack
76
furniture, trash cans or 'any
charge of the program.
topic,"Child Abuse."
Anothermeeti
held
scarf with a bright, pin will
other objects ithat might be
She introduced two special
Dr.- Singer had recenitly earlier in March at the United
attract 'the eye. But if your
blown away, since such items At North School .
attended a conference on child _Figaresaion_with. mr& Linda_
ahoes and porsearealsoshirw2. can be deadly weapons in high
abuse in Atlanta and R,ogers in charge of file-7"
.
.-W
•
K or bright, the eye may quickly
winds.
•
Thirty-two members of - . ' •
presented a very interesting program entitled "Exercise."
tnove on the these, resulting in.
A transistor radio and a thrt-- Pack 76 of the Cub &south of -Mid'informative diticussion. Mrs Jackie Overton andAlsoia '!•
:**
an unsettled or spotty look. A
electric light source should North Calloway tlementary
He included suggestions as to Jane Willoughby, -ownets of
4,...
more pleasing effect would
;also be available, and mat- School entered cars in the
-w at service organizations the Salon, presented some
o•
/result
from the use of dull••:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:•:
WILLUMS
*;161;:;:;•;:;..;:;:;:;:;:;t15,:;: By MRS.W.P.
ches'*should .be on hand, annual Pinewood Derby held
- can do in helping deal with this infOrmation
about
tha-.
April showers, sorais..ia ' now in hal. woo
materials for the„..i..-tired
is
th.
Residents of the 'affected on March 17 at.the schooL_____
_problem in the community. A- program-available_ and_Lthe____Komaitiwersmiores-unsignk
areas shailld.teniiiiiiiiirisWtn- --Winners were as follow11:
whitest Ai .white, and each
-question and answer session different typesit-madams.
To\focus attention on your
Th t' A- '1 d th t • what tree makes a bouquet in itto a local radio or television Mark Thorn, Den I. JodY A display- of art work followed. . .
•
Each member was allowed to_.._ it takes to make the flowers
the
and hair, use jewelry, a
inmates
at
face
painted
.by
Magnolia
, station and watch the sky to Lassiter, Den II; Scott Willis,
seff. - The
Followirir-the
-progratb, -a tryout some of the equipment. .
scarf,
hat and-or accessories
Penitentiary
Kentucky
State
grow.
lofty
lifts
its
Soulangeana
the southeast, advised Cuptin.
Den III; Steven Sheppard, at Eddyville is now being business meeting Was held
Following the program, a
Did
you
close
by.
They slyauld be a
ever
see
so
many
branches high and is now
If a "warning" is issued, Den IV.
with the president, Edna busineSs meeting was held at . narcissus blooming as
becoming color and texture
County
the
Calloway
there
shown
at
pink
delicate
with
the
covered
in the affected area
V aiikhr.J. _Plesiding• Corn- the home -of- -Mrs-- Linda are 4n-Paris? -There are- aH
The grandwinner-over-oliPublic
blooms-Mg afti=aci the at- that -dominates -the-total-op-should insure that windows
'
mittee reports were given.
Rogers who served as hostess
kinds and shades of yellow tention of every passer-by. pearance.
were
done
on
The
paintings
was
Mark
Thorn
of
Den
I.
are open on two sides of the
Plans were announced for and served refreshments to
and white. The newer split
Seven cars were entered in whatever materials that were
house, east and north, so air
the
annual Founder's Day the group.
cup daffocUils are lovely, and
such
as
the
Dad's
Race
with
R.
B.
available
to
them
Tuesday Special:
-can pass through without
Banquet which will-be held on
A social vies also held on _ there are some that are so
'creating a• vacuum, said Barton, Jr as the grand corrugated cardboard and April 29 at the Barn in Fulton.
frilled that they almost
March 23 When the group
bedsheet scraps. The artists
winner.
Buntin.
Election of offi ' rs was held enjoyed a bowling party at
outshine an orchid.
as
Malone
served
have
formed
a
prison
"Art
Bobby
Residents also should insure.
There are few plants that
with
the
follow
slate
0
.!-Corvette
Lanes..Afterwards
that everyone in the household judge for the derby. Seventy- Appreciation Club" with officers' being elected:
give the return with the least
the group held their business
present.
persons
Richard,
an
inmate,
five
were'
Robert
or immediate area is warned
of trouble and work that a
President, Beverl$ Galloway; meeting at the Murray Manor
serving as its president.
and seek ketterarunediately,
narcissus
does,- The main
n.t,
vice-preside
'Trisha
recreation room With Mrs.-.
Several area- individuals and
he noted.
al____thing is to prepare the ground
Nesbitt;
recording
secretary,
Debbie
Bastin
serving
churches have expressed an
"Wherever the shelter is,"
first Of course they will grow
-Becky Phillips; corresponding hostess ,who served refreshand bloom in poor bard s6i1,
HOSPITAL PATIENT-- - interest in the program by secretary, Debbie Bastin;
Buntin continued, "all pic'merits in the Easter motif.
With-fries or baked potato
but if the soil is dug deep and
tures, mirrors and other 'David Elliott of Murray donating art, supplies to the treasurer, Julie English; and
and topping, and Stockade
artists.
loamy, the difference will
hanging objects should be Route Six his been dismissed
Toast,salad, drink.
At present art classes that
show in the sire and number
from Lourdes Hospital,
.removed from the walls."
A complete meal, priced
fine
art
as
well
is
stress
of
blossoms.
'
He also noted that schools Paducah.
like
a snack!
conunercial art are being
• Affything worth planting at
taught at the prison. by Jeff
all is worth giving a good
start. I have often dug a hole
Knox, a Paducah commercial
,for a plant and would not
artist.
The
PaducahFrances Drake
.make it deep enough, simply
McCracken County Arts
FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 11. in
because! got tired. But it just
Council, under the direction of
Bel-Air Shopping Center
won't work. You lose so much
Don HaYes-, is currently
your budget if making travel
What kind of day will
by
lack
of
the
bit of extra
And still searching for the grocery store and more
plans.
sponsoring Mr. Knox at the
tomorrow be? To find out what
work at the beginning.
closet space"'
the stars say, read the forecast
s••
prison. There is a studio set up
CAPRICORN
I have a couple of new
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
in the prison vocational . given for y9ur birth Sign.
( Dec. to Jan 20) V V1
shrubs
coming in and I 4ave
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
_AR1M
,
arrangements
flexible.
Keep
school.
6,
had the ground roto-tilled
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Int
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
:
f
Some unexpected changes
The art work Tncludes
A day for action! Be sure,
But before it was dug up, I
possible. On the personal side, a
basket of giftsito delight your family.
landscapes, animals and
however, that your energies are
had several wheelbarrow
business associate may show a
Hundreds bi people like you in Murray have
portraits of famous persons.
directed into constructive
romantic interest in you.
loads of compost put on top
called me. I hope you will,too.
"The.public is invited to come- channels. Don't wait until
and plowed under. The
AQUARIUS
errors are committed before
see this collection on display
compost was from a twoJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
you get better organized.
'Cathryn Outland
at the library," a library
year-old corny st pit and is
Personal relationshIps under
'TAURUS
753-3079
spokesman said.
excellent influences. An adwell rotted. It makes the best
- (Apr.-21 to May 2H tIct/7
Lightweight
vantageous social contact can
addition to our clay soil of
•-• A good period for. introducing
flexibil ty
suly-consolidated.
now
-be
4,h
know
of.
anything
I
new idea.s . also for developing
those of others. Streamline your
That is the advantage of
PISCES
activities with both quality and _ '1'P'etf. 20 to Mar. 20)
having two compost piles,
productivity in mind.
Stimulating influences. An
using the older each year. I Liit, 0E260111 ,
GEMINI
unexpected happening in the
don't add anything to my so toes Is free.
(May 22 to June 21)
forenoon could lead to an unThere's a tendency now to
compost, just leaves. But it
planned - and profitable -take off on tangents or useless
does take two years for them
trip.
ventures if'you don't keep your
to completely decompose.
mind on immediate objectives.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Do any of you have a
Let moderation be your byword.
courageous,' energetic and
Pieris7 I have wanted one for
Scholl's cushioned arch
CANCER
ambitious. Being a born leader,
several years since I saw one
comforts and's:sada;
)June 22 to July 23) 48
0 others follow you, and your
in a catalogue. I finally
your foot._..
Some restraint in order. Also
opinions carry weight, so It's •
bought one and it is in full
some rechecking of plans: important that you never exProspects brightening in
Soft. supppie leatilers
press yourself impulsively, _bloom. I think it is a lovely
several areas. Be sure to make
thing, with its panicles of
without careful forethought.
the most of them.
You are extremely versatile
white flowers. The bUdi were Long-wearing Rhino crepe sole
LEO
and could make a name for
set last fall, and I was con(July 24 to Aug.-23) 4164
yourself in many fields - but
cerned about their coming
Don't change plans or
especially in the law, politics
through the winter safely. But
methods without first conyour
statesmanship,
where
and
apparently that is the war Scholl casuals,. ..comfort by the
sulting all concerned. Study
perleadership and dynamic
foot
where changes ARE needed, sonality would be tremendous
they do it, for it makes a
;however, and to what degree.
plant.,
beautiful
specimen
assets. You could also excel in
Press for efficiency.
the world of education -- • When it gets its lull growth, it
CO Lir SqUore 0
VIRGO
should be a really beautiful
making a forceful and brilliant
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
teacher = IF you can curb
sight.
Balance earnings against
tendencies to be overexerting
The Magnolias are coming
expendithres. Also, at with Leo,
with those under your superJim Yates
into their on this week. The
study where tactics, moves
claim. Other careers suited to
Shoe Store
dainty Star Magnolia - that is
should be altered, stepped.up or
Waverly, Term.
)our talents: mu.sic, literature
slowed
down.
A
day
for
In A Saul-Stirring Series of
and...science. Birthdate of:
thoughtful appraisal.
(tulles Evans Hughes and
LeIBRA
Edward
Everett,
Sept 24. to Oct, 23) Arit statesmen.
Early hours---„ may- be
somewhat dull, but you need not
change, your plans. Go ahead
•
and take new steps,„laurich an
Sunday: Classes 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Has Just Received
unusual venture - IF.you have
all the facts and are prepared.
Services-Sunday Night Thru
SCORPIO
COOPER GIRI.
.Priday Night At 730
(Oct. 24 to Kev.:24 ITLMr. and Mrs. Ted Cooper of
Contentporary-Early American and.
Song teeder - Jim Hurt From Murray
- Your planetary aist.up Highly
Halal...Route One
.the
ausokwatc A • god -8iiy • Rif
Old Fashioned Barber Shop Fans
)itrentii of a baby girl, Lisa
...myriwisapriassulruwiriviimpartant -441/77knetrtettiwWitior-Aprik-*
arm**.--•issues - especially those in4. at the Murray-Calloway11iiress Prom Ilea Park
volving business and finance
County Hospital. The -mother
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is the former Cecelia Thomas.
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Mrs. Raiford Cooper of Hazel
pulsiveness Make no hasty
for T;lint pet NOON Caih 733-16211 or 416-2337 at 733-4661
Route One and Mr' and Mrs.
decisions and curb spending. Be
Orban Thomas of Mayfield.
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Special
Steak Meal
$2.19

New in your
neighborhood?

Your Individual
Horoscope

Sit down to a
real steal((heal,SIRLOIN
STOCKA1DE
instead!
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A Truckload of Attractive Lighting Fixtures
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Begin confrontation, only the
which now shows.
se'
The immense political stakes • ow
the surface--hscome clear in confidential warnings sent to Begin:
_ _
Item: A principal architect of U.S.
Mideast policy during the Nixon-Ford
administrations has relayed to Begin
his view. that major Parts of the Begin
-peace plan are utterly unacceptable not
only to the President but to a large
majority•of the American people.

SA'ASHIN6TON - Important Jewish damaging - political act that could
leaders have passed the word to Israeli -1,1aPPen
s _American Jews and to
Prune Minister 44enahem Begin that U.S.-Israeli relations," one particularly .
.pressuce on the American Jewish influential Jewish leader told us.
community to support Begin's Mideast
As with almost every other Jewish•
policies is creating a backlash against • leader"fin and out or elective politics)
Israel that could ultimately hit Jewish who is critical of Begin, this individual
Americans.
asked us not to quote him by name. No
-If Begin-beats President Carter in issue in American politics today is
the battlt.lerlimeriess.suppOrt it pill more potentially explosive than the
be a . pyrrhic *tory, the most
debate overiWialer=

Letter To The Editor

RUSH!
front Sat
is tires w

Item: A Midwest Democratic
Congressman with an impeccable proIsraeli record has privately asked the
Israeli embassy here to inform Begin
-t
that even many Jewish A:Margins find
doctors. I believe other doctors* the
Pear Editor'
his Sinai settlements poliey-in....too read of Mayor Henley's
same. To rue, that's; puhLic interest..
comprehensible.
Preelarhation to set aside a day to honor
Then I thinitLetiidiF-tbarliarkibly •
'
the physicians of Murray *41 thought
Item: Art unannotuiced meeting of
Audits, and warted _
jOve
themselves to their dedication in order - key members of the
it a great idea. Ever since last August
-knieticari Jewish
there's hardly a day that my thoughts
to help us have a• better life.
- Committee late last month in California
haven't honored Iwo of theni:-• -agreed to send Begin a confidential
If we wanted a newest, or boat and
That's when we learned my husband
motor or a ..Kusetiold appliance we
message warning - him of "mounting
' had Colon cancer.' Dr. Hal Houston
Would pay a good price and stand back
agitaticin" among Jewish Americans.
Performed surgery assisted by Dr. C.C.
•
and look at it and think the prieenot too_
Item: A top money-raiser for Israel
- Lowry -and because of them and the
high. Today I can look at my husband in
good health and be thankful and not in New. York City has informed friends
healing power of God he is taday a
ta the Israeli government that Jewish
gave
ifilitY:They
'fitiffsvorkilit
a
lffiy,
consider the price too high at all. - Tieus the feeling they: were interested in
Next time, Mayor Henley, you can set -Americana "will not defend Begin or
our well-being.
aside week to honor our Murray - Israel" on the settlements issue.
Astor demanding physicians to serve . physicillgs'and not be giving them too
What
particularly( dismayed
our public interest I reartirronr Murray- much honor.
-. • .
moderate Jewish leaders was a March
Ledger &.Times of the many lectures.. 7-,
-.. •
•
23 statement-. by. Rabbi Alexander
-•
.eral Murray doctors giye and I
Schindler, chairman of the Conference
. IfanierPing manV
•-Frsonally saw
of Presidents of major Jewish
-------• Rt. 5,11twraY students on their way to becoming fine
organizations. After Begin addressed
that gioup in New York following his
— •
impasse with Mr. Carter. Schindler
•
•
described him as "a worthy leader, not
. only of Israel but of the entire Jewish
•
-Poo*

• •
- Supports Physicians
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Heartline is a service for senior (form SI-la & b)can be obtained from a
citizens. Its purpose is to answer railroad employer, a railroad labor
questions and solve problems -fast. 0 organization,or any Retirement Board
you have a question or a problem not. &nee•
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINEA have hid insurance
Heartline, 114 East Dayton street, West' salesmen come to my home and try to
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will sell me a policy which will supplement
receive a prompt reply, but you BMA my Medicare benefits. Each salesman
iiiclude a stamped self-addressed en- paints a very rosy picture about their
velope. The most useful replies will be policy and it seems that it is the
printed in this column.
greatest insurance sold. This worries
HEARTLINE: My husband has me because when buying insurance,
always worked-in-the-railroad industry: --they always want at least one- month's
followed Begin's own appeal for
He has been very ill lately-. Does the premium in advance. If I purchase a
support from all American-few& Re----Mk-- Retirement Board have -am-- policy
and I do not like it, can I return it
promised them help from the Israeli
sickness benefits? EM.
. anq get my money back? C.R.
diplomatic establishment here to exA: The Railroad Unemployment
A: In almost every state -there is a
plain Begin's retention of Jewish setInsurance-Act provides cash benefits specified period of time in which you
•flerrientS--trrAratr-lands and-refusal to
tor nualifiedemPloYeiwbo bet•ortie
•Nin return your insurance policy'and
apply United Natioos:Resolution.242 to
or unemployed. These benefits in the receive a full refund of all money paid.
the West Bank.
benefit year which began July 1, 1977, usually this is 10 days, bi4 in many
are
based on Asn-PloYea• earnings in the seates you have up to 30 days to do this.
conformity
shows
Israeli pressurefor
calendar year 1976.
Anytime you decide to cancel an inthrough in the current doghouse
To qualify for the normal imene surance policy and are entitled to a
treatment of Sen. Abraham Ftibicoff,
ployment or sickness benefits r 26-week refund, send the policy torthe company
for .three &cedes one of Israel's inperiod),
an ehiploye must have had by certified mail. Call or write your
supporters.
dicawmsible political
railroad earnings of at least $1,000 in state insurance commission to find out
Because Ribicoff publicly questions • calendar year 1976, not counting more your rights in this regard.
Begin's peace plan, he was cut out cqf__„
. ._thanit_thn many one month. If 1976 was
. Heart-line now has a book.explaining
the blue-ribbon list of six pro-l&raeI
the employe's first year in the railroad different tyPes of health insurance. To
Senators invited to breakfast with • industry, he or she must have worked at order,
send $1.50 to Heartline, P: O. Box
Begin at Blair House March 22. Friends
least 5 roonth,s of that year.
11934„ ChiCago, Ill. 60611. Please allow
'of Ribicoff toldus _that. to.undermine-- - _ The normal benefit period is 26 weeks six weeks for delivery.
Ribicoff, the Israeli embassy has been
long. However, an employe with /5 or.
HEARTLINE: I have been drawl
hinting that President Carter offered
more years of service may be paid Social Security benefits since I was 12
the Senator a maim ambassadorship in
these benefits for an additional 26-week years old. I will he 65 this August...0d
return for supporting- the adperiod An employe with 10 to 14 years will thus become eligible for Medical*.
ministration's Mideast policy.
co service may be_paid an additional 13.- Will I have--to go and sign-op-for
•;v4k period of unemployment or Medicare or will they automatically put
Two weeks after Begin's141:sit here,
sickness benefits.
• me on this? T.R.
between 25,000 and 40,000 Israeli
An employe is eligible to receive a
A: You will not haVe to do anything
citizens demonstrated in Jerusalem
daily benefit rate of 60 per cent of his extra to sign up for Medicare. Since you
against the prime- Minister While
last daily rate of pay in the qualifying rare already on Social Security rolls, you
Israeli Jews can demonstrate and the
base year, up to a maximum benefit of .j will automatically be notified-by Social
Israeli press can bitterly criticize
The minimum daily benefit rate is Security about your Medicare by mail.
$25Begin, one of Israel's truest friends in
$12.701
,Since benefits can be paid for up You will automatically be put an the
the U.S. Senate is punished for speaking
to 10 days in a two week registration hospital portion of Medicare and there
his mind.
period, the maximum amount, of will be a card for you to fill out and
Such efforts to induce maximum U.S.
benefits is $250 for a two-week return if you do not want the medical
support for Israel have been roltine for
registration period.
portion. By doing nothing, you will
years. But now there is an open
An application for sickness benefits automatically receive both. '
collision between U. S. and Israeli
110,4MImmal
policy, particularly_ oq.the settlements
issue. •

. ,.8us- -Driver Urges Caution
•
.r Editor:
am and have beetrellehool -bus
driver for Murray Independent Schools
System for four years. From 7 a.m. WI
8O iin. and from 2 p.m. till 3:
have only One concern, thaljs to get
• your children to schooland back home
as safely as I tan.
I have one teg problem. You, the
public. You insist on passing my bus
When I am stopped, loading and
unloading chi_l_dren.I have my lights on,
my stop arm out, hilt -yet, you will pass
.... my:has.'

We all have rules to live by and I have
strict rules for driving•a school bus. My
• students have rules for riding my bus
and you have„rules as a driver when you
get your drivers licenses. One of the
rules you had to know was you must
stop for a school bus loading and
unloading children. You had to know
that yellow means caution and that red
means stop. My bus is yellow and I have
flashing yellow lights on top that tells
you you should be alert.
Then, when I put my stop arm out, it
says Stop with red flashing lights on it.
You drive right on by_as if you were
I'Mow When you see a school bus you driving
blind. I me this every day on the
think;-'1:1h, ricf;---teland a- school - but
average'. 'I have about three or low
again, how will I ever get around'!"
drivers that pass my tius every day..
,
Stop and 'think what is on that bus. All.
I can do is take your license
_Children. the most precious thing we number,
.
turn it in, that is as far as I can
• have on this earth. Maybe you have one go. It is
up to you as a driver to
or two in your car, but I have from 40th cooperate
with me in keeping our
60 twice a day. And when I see that you children safe.
are not going to stop, when I have, I Please
don't let some child be killed
hold my breath and pray that that boy before we do
something about it. Please
Or girl I have just let off my bus willnot Stop when you
see a school bus stopped.
hit
killed
and
be
by you, because you
Sincerely
don't have two-or three minutes to stop
Betty &ahoy
arti'let them go across the street safely. -.Murray, Ky.
/EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Braboy also submitted the following poem which
,we feel is appropriate.)
Till SCHOOt BUS DEVER .
In that big yellow bus sits a man made of "steel"
With his foot on the throttle and his hand on the wheel
His eye, at all time, he must keep on the road
To see that no danger approaches his load.
His mind,from his driving, should have no detractions
By unnecessary commotion,or student's rude actions
He's your friend, dear students,so treat him as such
And I'm sure he'll appreciateit very much.
Your "kids" are in school, while riding the bus
So teach them,dear parents-,to not raise a fuss,
And if they will all be quietly seated
I'm sure that each morn, with a smile they'll be greeted.
We know they are young,full of zip, vim and vigor
Which makes driving problems so very much bigger.
In Spring, Fall and Winter, through rain,OMR,
We'll drive than toachool and home withoutfa&
To those On the road,this bus is no stranger
-So please, Mr. Motorist, don't cause any danger
To the live of thkase children,so young and fine
For some may be yours and some may be mine.
Our signals are given by flashing a light
An arrow means turn - to the left, - or the right •
Two flashers and sign mean STOP - without doubt
While someone gets'in, or someone gets out.
Don't pashen you see that bright yellow line
Or You may end up with a ticket and fine.
It's for yaur safety,too,these laws-hove been made
But,it's left up to yotreesee they'reobsyed.
'5.
koPeuse in yew haste,for a moment;er two
Per some child's life may depend upon you
To stop, for an instant, till the road he has crossed
Then his name won't be found among those who've been lost.

-

When some careless driver disregarded that sign
With naught but his own selfish thoughts on his mind
.And drove right on by, giving no thought nor rare
To aome Mother's children who were crossing there
So think, Mr.-Driver,as you drive down the road
d sea that bus driver with Kis priceless load
(ft'• times you have wondered just bow you would feel
br
alakallnalRaitakeeelathiganei~.41•01/1400
'
0.61.

Weir:We all those children and drive with great eare--"--- we'll do all in our pewer,their young lives to
"
- --r-'15717fOrfheriTaMitepifirliTvelfiViirto
That not one lay sleeping,somewhere 'neath Mama.. "
q/I•r•••••••••••

(This is In original poem composed by Stanley J. Maser, Wellman, Iowa,
52356, R.F.D. No. 1, bus driver for the Mid-Prairie fichoohi.
4
—.

- Business Mirror

Morris Amitay, executive director of
the American-Israel Public Affairs
Committee ( AIPACi arid a most
aggressive defender of Begin, conceded
to friends last weeitihat a "scenario"
calculated to split Israel and the U.S.
muld have precisely followed the
preient course.
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Overloaded

The New
Retirement Age

Looking Back
, Years" Ago
10
The Sigma Department of the
.Murr.ay-lilornan's nob has pledgec/ $500
to. the Blood Bank program of the
American Red Cross in an effort to
• retain the program here. An additional
$400 is needed to keep the blood
program here..
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jack A.
• Mabel) Hopkins, age 73, and John
• William Gooch, age 69:
- • - -Kathy Ja -Stubblefield, daughter of
Bilt -Stubblefield, was
elected secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Future Teachers of America
at the convention heitat Bowling Green
April 5 and 6. She is a sophomore at
f:ailovray Comity High -St.hool
Mary Louise Steele, daughter of Finis
M. Steele and the late Mrs. Steele,
formerly of Hazel, is president of theKentucky Association of Extension
Agents and presided at the meeting
held at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
The engagement and approaching
marriage of Rogina Sue Blackwood tit.; --Ronald Wayne Baker. son of Mr :•-• • Mrs. James Turk Baker of Nashville,•Tn., has been announced by her
mother, Mrs. Roger Anderson Blackwood of Murray.
-

-Mu

The M
•4: 11 •

20.Years Ago
Cecil Holland of Almo -Route One is
planning to- • retire from the dairy
business after "milking cows" for the
past thirty-two years.Specialist Third Class Garland - A.
Davis is serving with the Army In
Germany. •
Vickie Ellis, Patsy Hendon,
Stubblefield,' Linda Hale, thiblotte . •
Tidwell, Mary AdaMs, Linda,Darnell,
Betty Jones, Sheila Cooper, Julia Key, •
Marilyn Youngblood, Janice Bazzell,
Mary . Beth Bazzell, Brenda Smith, —
Joyce ijarcji, stains
Like, 'Loran Ross, Annette Palmer, - Lillie Harrison, Nancy Bazzell, Donna
ttuthe Grogan, June FOY, Sandra
Bedwell, Florence Roberts, •Randy
Patterson, Bilt_Young, Gerald Miller,
Cynthia Ezell, Toni Burchett, and
Carolyn Palmer were major champions ••
and will go to the Stale Fair fromi en•
tries at the Calloway County 4-H Rally
on April 5 held at Murray High School. ,
The Murray State College Racers downed Middle .Tennessee to 'capture-the season's opening track and field .
meet held at Murfreesboro, Tn.--Boys Levi Western j
advertised at $3.55 each in the ad or . Settle Co.
•

4
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bureaucracy is forcing tam to tn some
NEW YORK AP — The President
machine to replace him."
signed last Thursday a law raising the
He offers a suggestion: teenage
retirement age from 65 to 70. The next.
The danger is suggested by the
unemployment would drop if emday the Labor Department reported
unknown impact on American politics
ployment taxes were _eliminated from
teen-age unenunployment in March
of Begin's policy. One of Mr. Carter's
teen-age pay. Particularly bad, he
was 17.3 percent. •advisers, asked • to estimate the.
says, are state-federal income taxes
It doesn't take any analytical ability
President's loss of Jewish support, told
and Social Security withholdings.
to see the association. If exit from the
us the issue was far too complex to be
the withholdings were eliminated,
labor force is delayed, no matter that it
measured simply by the "Jewish vote.:"
many small ;employers - including
be for the noblest of motives, entrance
Rather, he said, "this is-,a two-edged homeowners -- would seek out teenage
is made that much more difficult.
sword and no one can predict how it
I .
help because they would be relieved of .
The elderly have their own problems
may cut."
More than six hundied high school '
the
grudgint.government paperwork,. boys attended the annual field day for :.
these days. and they are to be comThis uhcertainty troubles the
mended for resolving one df them last required today.
the Future Farmers- of
American Jewish leaders who have
week, hut for teen-agers the elderiy_______And making it easier. he .-sags--,--Murray State College on Apeir ith 22
sent their confidential warnings to
unintentionally made it just a bit worse .. avouldn't be costly to the government, chapters represented. Wtzueis were •
,
Begin. That much is easy. But since the
--"Most teen-agers don't earn enough to
than before.•
.. .
Sedalia, first, Reidland, secce4 Heath, •
warnings have had no visible effect so
These are among the worst of times
Pay !elites anyway - so why burden third, and Murray Training, [Mirth.
far, fear of a backlash is. Still,riOng'" -far youngsters seeking their first real
their employers with time-consigning
Deaths reported include Roscoe _ jcr
•and little seems to be .done for __Withholdings?". _
--•:7.-•• • - - -Ribertson, age 64, and Mrs: Catherinbs,
;he
If the gii-ft-ernt offers an. In-" Whitnell'Rice.
them. Unable to vote, unable to form
.
.
Murray Ledger & Times
vestment lax credit‘temployers as an
. their own power bloc, they sit idle and
The Rev. George Bell was the roaster ,
incentive to buy new machinery, wify 01 ceremonies at the 24th birthday
disillasioned,
i
Pubindwr
• • MAI•r t
t lf
,
Many are sprung from big-chr- not an incentive to hire teen-agers, he • celebratiqn and ladies' night banquet
Editor
. R.Glee
Pie Murray Ledger & -Rama is pobifshed
'schools without 'economic un- L. asks'
.
held by the Murray Rotary Club -Mt the
ever) afteraben except Simdaychiy.4.aineSmall
derstanding, direction, or vocational _
business, claims
its Murray Woman's Club House. Charter
rnwi Day, Bre Years Day and MiadniRirifig by
_.
Murray Newapsgarra lac,. 119 N Ith
representatives, can do a lot toward . s
skills. To make .them hireable at the
mte
ekmes
be..rs prelent were Vernon StubMurray.
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he said:'
•'27T061#114EITINGEN
Then unlikely. Rod Funseth in tOurnatherit • goW."'''
Not that the self-described
Associated Press Writer ,
left his 24-footer an inch to the
"I would like to win a second
AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP)'of the cup. band finally U.S. Open," he declared. eternal optimist ever conwas choking," Gary Player U.S. Open champion -Hubert "Only Jack Nicklaus has won sidered that, even though
murmured. -"I was jumping Green, the frontrunner most the grand slam tall four major seven shots and eight ether •
around with myself."
.of the dsy and the last min on tournaments) twice. That is players separated him from
ThE intense little South .the Cotirsi,-ran hi6
qiy target at the moment."
Signs Contract
African was describing his 30- footer pastthe hole after being
Player said he is more than
minute wait when, after disturbed by a radio broad- a little bothered to read in U.S.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)ramming home birdies on caster.
• _
newspapers that he is past his On the last day of the National
seven of his last 10 holes and _ Player, waiting In the prime because he hasn't won Basketball- Association
,
'
- -ctubhouse, dVsod up to *Wept un- the American tour 'since • Season;
posting a record-tying 64
'
-Scott -Weduran
Sunday, he watched three congratulations for hintiotrd 1974.
disdained the lure of free
RUSHING CANNES - fitSU quarterback Roger Rushing carries for yardage in scrimmage action
golfers try, to send the 42nd victory in.the' Masters tint- -"I'm winning all over the agentry • and signed a threeMasters tournament into the •:ninth in the s.
fros Saturday. The Racers concluded /heir seventh day with a good scrimmage. The spring game
o•-•ed
Big Foie.. damned world," said Player, year contract with the Kansas
sudden-death playoff he so of golf. A winner'here in 1961 who has won 112 tournaments. City Kings rumored GO be for
- Is three weeks from Thursday.
and 1974, the 42-keasrAold "I don't really know if you about $200,000 4 year.
- •
"
- O
tersietsb y one-they came to the „globetrotter also has won the People appreciate that. I've
Wedman
would
have
18th green at the Augusta
get the heat Self -reeercith the beeome-free tenet°Nate with- Open once;theiltrktarfce"
National Golf Club - and and the British Open three world."
itny team if he had waited
.
failed. First, defending • times.
A runnerup here in 1982 and another day and rumors had
Tom -Widnes
Players was quit+ to set*, 35, Player said ,he could circulated throughout the
'•his
**-7- Into'4110'Nleitil.fatwijusi as quiet to - empagaiteivita Watson, laUerpartof_the_ season that
gallery and eventually missed ,make known his irritation at Green and Funseth. "Second the steady forward would do
the
10-foot putt he needed. being labeled a "fading star" • sis the lousiest place to fthish," just that.
By The Associated Press
a
jortday,
briolesesby scores of,10
1-3,:
4
.04 coach," he cracked.
---•------- The Brewers' offensive
It was a grand slam opening and 13-5.
included
an
in Milwaukee: The Brewers
And- to add insult to injury, fireworks
were- simply grand and the, the Brewers, new manager is American League record
Baltimore orioles - got none other than George -- when- they unloaded a grand
,
Bamberger, who spent the last slam homer in each game slammed.
- After managiiiijiiit 44runs deeade the
in 15 meetings with Baltimore coach, where he had the Gorman Thomas on Saturday
last year, the Brewers got off pleasure of tutoring some 18 and Cecil Cooper on Sunday.
That tied the major league
to a blistering start, pounding 20-game winners.
"It could be worse ... like ifI mark set- by Brooklyn in 1901
out 38 hits and scoring 40 runs
in sweeping the shelLshocked Was '_atilL
.
_ their, pitching and matched by Pittsburgh-kn.
19i5.
`:The guy I feel sorry for is
Ray Miller, who replaced me
for the Orioles,"' Bamberger
.said. "if I were still their
coach _they probably would
-have been whipped the same
way. Fll tell you one thing I'm glad they're leaving town
-because they're Shout ready
to smoke somebody."

The Murray State football-tenth, gearing up for its spring
game which will he three weekafroraibursday,_scrimmaged
Saturdayth-the seventh day of spring practice.
MSU ran through about 60 plays and according to head
coach Mike Gottfried, the Racers were impressive and came
out of the session in good physical shape.
"We had good hard tackling and both aides of the ball had
some bright spots," Gottfried said.
'Offensively, our brightest spot was our passing game.
Both our quarterbacks, Roger Rushing and Ritky Ray,threw
the ball well and better than that, after the ball was caught,
wegained good yardage.
-Both Xeith Siffearifig-eri and Dot* Shelf& hadirnedays
with their catching.
Our running game Was good but there are a lot of things
we need to work on it that area.
"Defensively, the one thing that we can't lee happen
did...that was we gave up the big play. Once again, our
linebackers were the bright spots and Bill Shannon had a
good day at defensive end," Gottfried added.
Film was taken of the game and the players and staff will
view the film before today's session. Just in case today's
session is washed away,the Racers will practice Tuesday.
The Racers practice on the field west of Stewart-Stadium
and the public is welcome to attend.
-
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3-2 and the Minnesota Twins
outlasted the Seattle Mariners

'—

8-6.
•

Takr advantage of our low prices and get
This smooth-riding, long-wearing polyester
-cord-tire for your ear-nowt • —

OUR
PRICE
$24.10
$25.65

lielle f ths Mats
, Sailing fr_gm
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
6
STATE PARK MARINA

and
Garden Canter
tios
iri4 T ufo
500$ ritfi
753-325!

Pius
F.E.T.and
old tire

$2.03
$2.04

G78-15

Royals 5,Indianal-"J wasn't surprised by what
I did out there," said Busby,
Who blanked Clevejahd on two
hits- for61-e4nsings in the rain
and cold in his first big league
outing 'since July 1976 after
undergoing arm and knee
surgery. 'That's my job.
What surprised me was that I
made the ballclub at all, •
considering how I felt' before
spring training."
TENNIS
SALT LAKE CITY - Billie'
Jean King and Martina
Nevratilove-- swept - Francoise Durr and Virginia
Wade 6-4, 6-4 to collect'the
$36,000 winners purse • in the
$100,000 Bridgestone World
Doubles Championship final.
ROTTERDAM,Netherlands
- Top-seeded Jimmy Connors beat - fourth-seeded Raul
Ramirez of Mexico 7-6; 7-5 in
the finals of a $175,000 World Championship Tennis tour- •
nament.
.

8R78-13 whitewall
plus $1.95 F.E.T.
and
'Pelyglas'or'Panda% II'

Double
Belted
.`Ciushion Belt
Polyglas'
Whitewalls

• Gas saving claim
based on roditil .
construction compared with bias or
bras belted tires
• * Polyester Cord
Body • Teue Radial
•
Handling

OUR
Wliftewalf
SinPRICE

DR78-14** $42.00
ER78-14** $43.00

•Polyglas Radial

••Poly as it

8tt
encyl.

include!"torts
and labor.
$4 less for
electronic
.ignition
1.34.111114.,y1 &
*10,01100-cyl
Airl'conditioned
cars included

.

SAVES GAS AND ENSURES
—PEAK ENGINE PERFORMANCE
.
• Electronic engine: aarging, and.start,
ing systbrn analyiis.• Install niii- pOirits.
plugs. and eandetiser • Set engine timing
alid-tiwell • Adjutt carbuintat for fuel
✓conomg ö Includes Datann, TnytiteVW

and light trunks

justSay-`Charge It'

,

gemmed by-Thie_Neoppwiger Services Nrrl

11.0,10 At

Sterrett Location"

(100011111 SERVICE STONES

cDo_gyl
Teller 238 (80, 79, 76); and
Jerry Stone 238(84,77, 771.
Murray will participate in
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Friday and Saturday at Richmond.
- •

$2.25
$2.34

EngineTune-Up

Ports extra if
The UniverSity of Georgia
needed. Frontshot a 30 under par as a team
why! drive ekciuded
to win the title in the Southern s.
-Junior•Senior Intercollegiate
Golf
,Inurnament
this
weekend in Dadeville, Ala.
PROTECTS TIRENMILEAGE
HPt PROTECT EXPENSIVE
Georgia finished with a
AND IMPROVES HANDLING
ENGINE AND CHASSIS PARTS
course record 834 and had the
—7* Adjust. cas-tar,,camber,‘sitcl"tee.in*to
• Complete chaksis lubrication and ad
individual champion in the •
change • Enoures smooth, quiet performanufacturers specifications • Inspect
person. of Gus Holbrook who,
niance arid' reduces the Ounces of wear
steering linkage and suspension oomposhot a nine-under 207 with
• IncludeslighL kucks Is-Please phone for
nents•Includes VW,Diststin. and T.Ootia. •
rounds of 70, 70 and 67.
'appointment.
Florida was the -runnerup
and was 27 shots off pace with
an 861 total.
•
Murray State finished 15th •
out of a field of 16 teams,
o these 7 other ways to 'ay: Our.
Ilse anyt
finishing behind Old MisSAwld
,0;in Customer Credit Plan
Master Charge. •BankAmeric8 t • American Express Card
ahead of Southern Benedfttine.

217 (78,79, 784 Tom
231' (11175, 771;

Pi
"

FLTiir
ed

GR78-14*
FR78-15"
GR78-15"
HR78-15"
LR78-15

•

Coll
527-8573 or 577-3486
for
Information and Reservations
Special offer ends_May 26

%Kiln $ Ronal

B78-13 bracitwall,
plus $1.72 F.E.T.
and old ti re

Murray State
Golfers Play
In Tourney

high school
ield day for

the master
h birthday
iht banquet
Club et the
es. Charter
ernon Stub, Dr: John
I, and Tom

In other AL action, soreshouldered Steve Busby -won
his first game sinde July 1976
as the Kansas City Royals
edged the Cleveland Indians 54, Bill Lee and the Boston Red
Sox blanked the Chicago
White Sox 5-0, the New YOrk
Yankees trounced the Texas
Rangers 7-1, the Detroit
Tigers whipped the Toronto
Blue Jays 8-4, the California

Green, the leader going into
the final round.
Player felt he was playing
well with the exception of his
putting as he shot 72-72-69 the
fir* three rounds..A change
he'd made a week earlier stroking, rather than jabbing
his putts- wasn't working.
"I putted very, very poorly
the first three days but very,
very_weunday.'lhe said.
His nine birdies included
putts of 30 feet on the fourth
hole, 12 feet on the nine, 25 feet
on the 10th, and 15 on the 12th,
16th. and 18th. He tapped in
short ones on Nos. 2, 15 and 13.

Shin

• ligr.11. Cartwright

721 S. 1211 St.
Murray, l<5'

753-0595

Mos: TM AN. until 600 P.M.
Ikr. T. Towhee

31 W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-374

11:99
Mgr. L Wilts
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Reds Complete Sweep,
Ph i Is
CaTd02-3

n
,Thompsoni...._ :Ores
s- Gervin Gets- -63

Km

r

Haw1199, Bulls 85
By ALEX SACHARE .
' Seattle tied - a • team record
they were a frightful .free- - - Along .with Driessen's firstEarly Sunday. Badger with its '47th victory of the
AP-Stiorts Writer
AP Sports Writer
v : lancing professional club inning blast that got the Reds
.
..
The National Basketball resigned as coach of the scowl,
"Red off to a 3-0 start, Cesar
There's one Cincinnati dab known
the
as
Association's 902-game- Chicago- Bulls, reportedly' to Bullets 123,76ers 113
record that won't be broken Stockings." That record
Gerammo and Joe Morgan
Washington got 29 points
- regular- season has finally seek the head coaching job at
this year, no matter how well and
surprisingly added two-run homers to the
not
guard
-reserve
drawn to a close, and it's hard the University of Cincinnati.. from veteran
the Reds play baseball in 1978. baseball's alltime record --- Cincinnati attack. Right- to conceive of a more hectic Sloan, Badger's assistant and Charles Johnson, signed inHowever, that doesn't ifop was 130 straight tritntiphs
hander Tbm Hume, elevated
:
s former- Bulls star, was nudseason as a free agent, in
finiSh:
Dan Driessen from wishful
victory over to a starting role when Paul
9-3
Sunday's
-David Thompson scored named interim coach of the , beating Philadelphia, pulling
thinking.
the- Houston Astros was Moskau was shipped to the
73 poinLs Sunday; the third- club ark is the leading can- away from the Sixers in the
.
-"I want to see how far we Cincinnati's fourth in a row minors last -week, survived a
highest one-gaine totalin NRA didate to get the job on _.a second half to finish with_the
can go without losing a this year. And while it hardly rocky start to gain the victory.
third-fiest .record kn-- the
_histary_nnly_ to have George._ pennboent, basis... .
_
game," says the Cincinnati threatens the sacred 108-peer- He gave up three runs in the
Eastern Conference.
Gervin respond with 63 and Soni111, Warriors 105
first basemarr.'
old mark, it is" a drairiatic • second, including two on
beat him out for the scoring
111
1_
The Reds, of course, will change from last year's baseS-loaded walks, then
--cowaliefw
10the
first
'Seattle
sctired
-,•-,
championship.
Cleveland gained'the homehave to go a long way to beat ineffective • start when the settled down, blanking the
-John Havlicek bade. a points of the fourt'h quarter W . 'court-advantage for itaplayoff
consecutive victory Reds quickly fell behind the Astros -OVer
their
and
tie
lead
94-84.
.. the -next five.in• tearful . farewell after 16 take a
record established way back Los Angeles Dodgers, who nings,
- series against New York by
no
closer
come
'Warriors
could
glorious seasons, bowing out
inthe 1969-70 seasons, when eventually ran away to the
as. they. . beating the Kings behind 31
ia Laa -eis-src. *I 1.5Xfi_ at _ than. five. after .that.
ttnatty-the -Phi/lie-3
"I
R8sseilScott
"
utiles Austin
elm
Bob Boone and Mike gchBoston Garden and an finished one game'-beh-l-ncl °
ft.
Carr.
30 by
National League title.
audience of millions watching Milwaukee in the playoff race. Wedma
m i• dt each socked three-run
M
Kings with 23
p
n
le4
.
Cineinnati's
Incidentally,
points.
Fred Brown scored 24
on .television by leading the
•
start this year is the quickest .homers and Garry Maddox
_ --.;.:'•::-2-- ---_ -, - T'-2-- - . SeItiCi iii One laStvictory.131--Marviii• webats:Peintsdrove th_three with-a_pair of
getavray in Reds'-histery
lit-Wet the tali-aro
1900, in itself a significant. singles es PhiladelPnin nest
FOX TROTS - Betty Fox of-the Lady Racer truck team goes
--,Chicago Coach Ed Badger '
.St. Louis. Cubs 4,Pirates 3
accomplishment.
100-meter
hurover
the
honks
in
her
third-place
finish
in
the
-resigned .and was succeeded
Bill- Buckner broke an
"I would hate to be a pitcher
,
._.. _
dles Satinfory. Beside lox is Sondra Thomas of Western Kenby the popular Jerry Sloan,
eighthinning tie with a solo
said
on
a
team
that
faces
us,"
-The
Murray
State
tucky. Monies finished second in the event.
who promptly lost to Atlanta
Driessen, who belted a three- home run off Bruce Kison to
University women's tennis
99-85 in his debut.
Steff Pbydetby Mike Stuedes)
run
homer as the Reds swept boost Chicago over Pittteam participated in the
- -Milwatikee-movedintothe
sburgh.
Southern Collegiate Cham- the opening series from the
playoffs as Golden State was_ The Murray State men's tennis team . broke even in
Astros.
."You
could
-get
-±donaliips this weekend in
_ . __ _ .._...•. _ .. _ ,
_. _. __
___ _ _ _
_ beaten by Seattle 111-106 in thc-Weekind_Pia-Y_ ._
mentally tired before facing
Columbus, Wis.
MSU won an OVC match Saturday morning by defeating
very last regular season game
us."
the
lost
to
Karen
Weis
and
Yvoima
match,
a
Saturday
night
Austin
Peay
6-3
but
into be -completed. Had Golden
The Reds', big jump has
Utley teamed to win their'
State won, it would have nation's top-ranked Division Two team, Southern Illinoisthem
a whisker ahead of the
match
in
cham-"
first-round
Edwardsville.
7-0.
gotten that final playoff berth.
.also off to a good
Dodgers,
pionship
bracket
play
as
they
one
doubles
match
and
matches
..._ ...Thompson. the 6-foot-4 ---SIU-E won all six singles
Dodgers, hoping to,,
The
,slart.
defeated
SIU
6-3
and
6-2
but
playat
almost
middkidedte
halt
fin*
schools
the
40re
131
guard of t Deriver__Nuggeta
year's spectacillar
__replay
last
lost
in'
the
second
round
to
Sunhome
for
a
who can become -a tree agent night Saturday because SIU-E had to return
beginning, won their third
.
..
f_
for
Mississippi
College
"
-clay
.
match.
'
this summer, took- - a ternstraight game with' a 7-4
Women,1-6 and 4-6.
- porarylead in the scoring race In the singles, Ragnar Felix lost 0-6 and 4-6 to Juan Farrow
triumph over the Atlanta
Weis-Utley
was
The
win
by
number
two
by
a
3-6,
5-7
score
fell
at
SIU-E;
Jan
Soegaard
of
139-137
with Pus big.effort in a
Braves.
the
only
point
MSU
scored
in
split
sets
loss to the. Detroit Pistons. to Argun Fernando; Chris Leonard lost at three in
Rlsewhere in the National
the tourney. No points are
Only Wilt Chamberlain has to Brian Miller, 2-6, 6-4 and 1-6: Roger Berthiatune lost 0-6
League,
the Philadelphia
consolation
given
for
wins
in
scored more points in ane and 3-6 at four to Bill Ruzich; Jeff Leeper lost 4-6 and 3-6 at
Phillips routed- the St. Louis
play.
lost
0.4,
7-6
and
3-6
to
'Torn
Lie
and
at
six,
Kent
Smith
five
to
i
00tind
game. with marks of Cardinals 12-3; the Chicago
_...
. ...;
- Murray -did manage to get
- .
SeeltWhalei.
- .Cubs
edged the Pittsburgh
Consolation
win
in
the
'
one
was
played
and
doubles
match
Soegaard-Beeibiliaile
Ow
from
Gervin was awakened
_Pirates
4-3; the San Francisco
atiLynn
Martin
W0111
bracket
.- . .
• . •-• '. an afternoon nap and in- restlised0at two to Ruzich-Smith.
• Giants nipped' the San Diego
singles
match
over
6-0,
7-5
singles
matches
The
Racers
won
four
of
six
and
the
two
of
big
Thompstin's
formed of
Memphis State but last in the 'Padres 7-5 and the Nevi'York
PEOPLEtiBANK.
'
three doubles ,matchezoin the league victory over Austin,
•
dal. '
the Montreal
&lets
defeated
•
Aly-oh-nny
- - 'David- Twith-73-'.. The Racers will play at -Expos 6-5 in the first game of a
Ragnar Felix won 6-1; 6-2 at number one over Pablo
- • ind whocieel" he exclaimed.
Vanderbilt Wednesday -at doebleheader before - losing
6
-2
-over
Roberts
at
won
6-1,
Ricky
Snegaard
Told how -Anany points he Canals; Jan
510-Ott
the nightcap 54.
UTM
Saturday.
needed to wifl-4*. scoring number two; Chris Leonard lost 6-7, 4-6 at three to Warren
crown; Gervin said.,"I- haven't Locke:. Roger Bertitiiume lost 5-7, 6-7 at four to Scott &Dot;
ever hit 58, but I'm going for Jeff Leeper won 6-2, 6-3 at five over Ken Wood and at number
them. David went first, so.it's- six, Tom Lie defeated Moharnmed Zafar 7-6 and 6-0. In the doubles play against the Governors, Felix-Ile
all out front for me to match."
defeated Roberts-Wood 4-ek 6-4 and 6-1 at number one;
Jut 153,Spurs 132
ciertit, who hit 23 of 49 Soegaard-Berthiaume lost 6-1, 0-6 and 4-6 at two to Lockts.
- shots, finished with a 27.22 Sapot while at three, Leonard-Leeper won 3-6, 7-5 and 74over
FIFTH pLACA4
•
Miller
:
Anten of the been tressed the
- _ „..
_
w
1;11.11310 in tie iht4ibis -Of '
' Sae
son's 27.18 and succeeded New
The Racers are 13-5 on the -season and will 'play at house
_
Orleans: Pete Maravich as the today against UTM before visiting Middle Tennessee Wed- • INPI. few Ath•rs bettered that dine so Beckman was fifth At
•Ombitabt.
NBA scoring hag.Included in
day and Tennessee Tech Thursday.
Gerv•in's closing effort was a
•
33-point second period, the
highest scoring quarter in
.
NBA history.
As for Thompson, who hit 28
of 38 from the field, Detroit
guard Jim Price said,
"IndividuallY, it was the._

br

Racer•Tennis' Team-.Gett:'
•
Split InWeekend Play .

SU Women
Tennis Team
In Tourney

Who'll treat
yOu
yOu
()writhe banic?

-

71.

estermKentucky Wins
MSU Invitation. al Meet

__.eyer seen. He Can score so
easily. There's-no one like A very .-strong Western
him. He's the best player_ in Kentucky University track
__
the game.today."
team, with several members
"They got me the ball and I could well be in the 1980
was hitting," said Thompson, Olympics, breezed to the team
who like Gervin had 53 points title Saturday in the Murray
in the first half. "Everything State University Women's
was going in for me in the first Invitation-lit 'Track Meet held
--igitif:-I--CouldnA -keep -4-• with in Stewsirt-Sta•Eum.
tlie pace in the second half, Western's Angie Bradley,
though. I got a little tired."
who set a new record with a 20Celtics 131, Braves 114
1kt in the long jump and
"It's been a long journey," qualified for the nationals,
Illavlicek told the crowd at was also third in the 200-meter
Garden ' during
Roston
dash with, a 24.84 and shared
otionchariged halftime
the award as the outstanding
ceremonies. -I cannot turn. - • field performer.
bock the dock."
Also getting.a share of the
He then proceeded to do just award was Jan Hallier of
that in closing out his brilliant -Illinois State. She won the
career, playing 41 minutes discus with - a throw of 128-7
and scoring 29 points. and the shot put with an effort
Havlicek was at his best at the of 43-2i-2."
end of his NBA record 1,270th
The award for the outregular season game; getting standing track event pernine points in just over a former went to Wanda Hooker
minute before being taken out of Memphis State. She won the
- to a thunderous ovation
100-meter dash in a new meet
with 15 seconds to go.
record of 12.12 and the 206-

Free For The Askingt
write

Boo CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Boa

4

307, hAurray-,Klf 42071
1

nationals- with's- winning time dash In the 12.61; Susan -meter dash in 23.8.
,
McFarland sixtb in the 100Western scored 94 points for - of 49.27:
the first place while Memphrs-. Murray's -Glenda -Catabi -meter dash 111 l2t31d
State was second with 82. earned Iwo places in the meet . MOTE sixth in the long jump.Illinois State wa, third with 72, for the Racers. She came in with an effort of 17-7.
In the relays, the 440-yard :
Southern Illinois fourth with second in the 5,000-meter rua.
68, Eaatern Kentucky fifth with a time of 18:32, 52 and relay team was second in 48.5
'with 63, UK sixth with 55 and placed fourth in the 3,060. 'while the 800-yard relai_learp__
and the
was second
Murray Statecame in seventh Meter run in Tr:M.75.
- Betty Fox of the Racers had two-mile relay team sixth in
-with 51 points
Other scores included East the next-best finish as she 10:28.07.
Tennessee 47, Southwest came in third in the 100-meter
The Lady Racers, hamMissouri 35, Indiana Sate 35, hurdles in 14.85.
pered
by 'the loss of injured
Other
places
included
Karen
Southeast Missouri 5 and-Austin Peay did not score.
. Harding with a fourth in the star Karen Wilson, will host
Connie Franklin Of East- pentathlon; Becky Beckman Austin Peay and Western
Tennessee qualified for the fifth in the 800-meter nip in a Kentucky in the triangular
nationals in two. events, She clocking of- 2:21.83; Judy Meet" Tuesday at Stewart
was second in the long jump Mortbn fifth in the 100-meter Stadiurn.
with a 19-5ti while she won
the 400-meter dash with a new
meet record of 55.5.
-4127 11111319 MIT 111112101ID). Murray
AM SCORES
-- A host of other records fell
Western Kentucky
,State. 4114: 'Western Kintscky, 41%.
theversity„IWKIJI, 04.. Memph.. State
during the day-long meet
University.. of Kentarky and Pastern
Liatireestly tighten S11.1, SI, Illinois *ma
fLasstucky, 4131: Indiana State, 111
U****Ty I Ill St I, 771-: Sanborn piano
Which-was run under nearNS METER RUN - Sue Schafer. EKU,
Unterrady $Wp, IL pattern -X.rienturky
perfect conditions.
litiverstly IEKUI.....63..UniverstlY 09 ,-14 II. Peggy Evans.SILL 2 Iii?; Lonnie
Eestucky IUK,, St!'-Marra y State -*ogle. Ind St 2 It S. Kim Mayer.III Bt.,
Sue Schafer,,of Eastern
2,21 MI Reel, Redman MS1.1, 2 21 ID;
Unreeragy (9116)1: 61. East Iverrop•
Kentucky -set a meet record
April Barter,2 2404
State University fKTtUi 47,•1•••thire41
.
I
Miesouri State University IMMO). 36,
andqtallified for the nationals
JAV k LIN
Sue
V
leo:inane
2111,4*4;
Indiana State University Ind St I, 14,
Peggy Isinkman, UK, 124 14
with a time of 17:06.85 in the
MM-Is
Southeast MissoUri Stale Univerlilly
Ceissler EAU, 126.2. Cindy Bufbaubsitas,
.SEMO.,3
5,900-meter run. In . the 100MU.
12061.
Mary
Schulte,
IMMO,
1191:
SHOT PUT Jan Rather. III St , 43-24 .
Patty Jaques.
1U14. meter hurdles, Western's Gail
Pam Daharilut, Ind St .
Sheri., •
Harris recorded a new meet' Capri:Int SWM0.-41611 4. °b-eta Singh.
IMO TARO MEDLEY RELAY
531140, 441-3, Witftngham. wen. *Pa:
Western Keil/lucky 'Ir. 1 47.02:-.1gurray
record of 14.1 while Debbie
See Brown.
31 II
State 1 44131
Indians State, 1 41
LONG JUMP -- Angie Bradley. MK U. • West•rn Kentucky "A", 1.-411
Kilhotfer of Illinois State was
241;4 111E11 MEET RE(ORD): Connie
UnIversity of Kentucky, 1,61.11;
second in 14.13 as both
Franklin, ETU). 1444. Antis Jones.
Slate, 1 62.1.
WXU
Daiwa Speecer, Maim. 1111', 111qualified for the nationals.
TWO-MILE RELAY - Mimi* Stat,.
144: Gail Harris. WXU, 111-644, Perry'
1,14.14. University of Kentucky. 10_9214.
The Memphis State 440-yard GUM Asti 1/.7Memphis Stale IS 10 7 Southern Illinota,
See Schafer, EAU.
WM METER RUN
. 10 2211;
10 1314, East Tr.
relay team also set a. neiv
17 MS(5EV MEET RECORD), Glenda
Murray State, 10 2151
record and qualified for the
C•I•bro. MSU. 16 32 12; "Planer
PISICUS - Jan Hallo?, Ill St ,
Sandhagan, 531110, t Sill. Trisia
. UK. 123-44 .
50.011 - Ms
Grafitti. Sit' II 22 4, Mary Greso,711
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"Breds Three Games Off Pace As
Austin Pay Manages To•Get SOW

ep,
-3

riessen's firstt got the Reds
start, Cesar
Joe Morgan
homers to the
tack. Rightme, elevated - de when Paul
sipped to the
survived a
in the victory.
!.e runs in the
ing two on
walks, then
blanking the
next five.in- .

rid Mike Schted three-run
Maddog
with a_palr of
adelphia beat
, Pirates 3
r broke an
with a solo
race Kison'to
over Pitt-

teat

5anic..?

_ _GETTING.Ifft0 IT - Andy Rice gets the full force of delivery.
into this pitch as be hews his nedi and his beck on the wog off
the Ofdikog rubber71Wpitchwie liewitifvf gime in winning
the first tome over-hest% Pony.
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written
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, 50 Devoured
30 Treat
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51 Macaw
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- name
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35 Urge on
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. 38 Sea eagle
39 Delight
Attittfiefyverb
45 Things. in
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46 Bother
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1G Notpu LAND
62•643LE ACCOUNT
I'LL TAKE YOU
"TIO LUNCH

irate., Inc.

Wednesday while Western is
at Austin Peay. Murray will
have to sweep to keep pace
while hoping Austin Peay can
at least split and hopefully win
two from Western.
Then Saterday, Western
Kentucky is here for a twinbill
which will go a long way
wae
thrdradee,
ciding the outcome
of
In the opertitig game, Rice
was in complete command. He
fanned eight men and didn't
walk- a single batter. MSU
scored one in the second as
Danny Teel singled to scO're
aTosm
ing
Fleehn Who_
led off
. with
.

Mark Biggins had Governor walked two while giving up the season,and.
,witl be in the
runners at second and third five hits in his five complete situation- Of having to was a
with one out in the ninth and innings. Cliff Buechel finished pair of games at Middle
Bill Wagoiteiiaari Stab of a up, after Higgins gape up a Wednesday. In all prababiy,,
hard shot hit toward first for double following the two-run righthanders Scott Durhaff
the second out. After an in- homer.
and Clay Vangilder will hurl •
tentional walk filled the sacks,
The 'Breds fall to 20-11 on for the 'Breds.
Biggins fanned the next batter
Swami C...•
first limos
•
'posy
to retire the side.
'ewe
ab r b
0 •:
ab3 r0 6
i0 2
But in the 10th, Wendall Bake
41
-If
Manerri
4 0 1
ilabsosselgamri41
,
1
2
3
Stamps_upened with a. pofriLY Bmerteranstial.37)-ct
....A-4- 4
3 0 0
$
3 3
double in left then Cross
;0 0
2 3
3
0
delivered his homer.
11 1 2,
1 Lash-lb
2
Maimpem
5
1
1
Murray almost pulled it out
0
2
81 1 ,
0 Caere *
2
in their _half of the 10th. -jaliffieCne4bCrcillweStainPli-VilWard4
3 0 1
0 1•1111-3b
1
Lawsb-lbib
3 0 1
Wagoner opened by lining
0 •Janacooe-3b
1
Totals
.
,..43
1 1$
2313
hard to left then Tooley ripped Totals
Norm
..'
,
.
Mt
r b
a triple to the wall in center
&NM
4 1 V
ab
t
4
3 21r :
11 ,
.:b
irrireat1,cf.
but
Dan
Teel
popped
up
and
I • Perdes-rt
3 2 1'
Luigs-2b
The 'Breds made it 2-0 in the
5 2 2
Perdue-rf
third when Tony Threatt Ted Poe ended the game with llireat
3 1 7
cotrtne
t-ef
ob ,
5 0;
blasted a pitch into right- a screaming- line shot down
.
$
0 11
Wagoner-lb .
center -fora- solo homerwv.-, the fine _O_Ieft.
-5" II T
3
33 .1
03 -2
2
13' e
po
ai
1ervt1ll
IegIFY-31)-f 1b..
Biggins
took
'
the
loss,
4 0 0
Threatt came up with one on
- I 0 0.
,
3 o '''i Teel-eh
in the fifth and hit the ball in -dropping him-to 4-1 on the Teel-c
10244
5
0 0
'els-li
it
27
2 0
1 I: Senc
4068
Totals 116)1111
almost the same spot, the two- season and 11-1 in his career at Totals
run blast making.it a 4-40 lead. MSU.
000 000 1 1-3-4 Austin Posy
s. 010 001 1 8-15-2
Austin Peay
He fanned six men and. Murray
_.
011 031 x 7-13-2 Murray.
MO Alki 3M 0 64-4
Murray added one more run in
the frame wit11_110b Courtney
doubling and scoring when
Bill Wagoner singled and.the
-got paat- the ku.tin Peay
rightfielder.
•
MSU ended the scoring with
two in the sixth with Doran
Perdue picking up a two-out
double then after Tony
Threatt walked, Perdue
scored when Threatt stole
second and the throw from the
'-catcher went into centerThreat had a perfect game
at the plate, with three hits in
three official trips. Courtney,
Wagoner and Teel each had
_ two hits.—
•
- SECOND GAME'
Both teams tried to give the
second game away. •
Murray scored in the last of
the first for -lead .but
. Austin Peay scored three in
.1he second and two in the third
OUT AT'HOME - Murray shortstop Steve Sandbagger'is tagged out at home by Austin Peay
. for a 5-1 lead. Three of the first
catcher Brian Cross. It was Cross who delivered a two-run hontirktthe 10th inning of the nightfive Austin Peay runs scored
cap to prevent the 'Breds from wanks two genes.
as the result of Murray errors.
Righthander Mark Wezet
hurled four complete innings
and was ripped for 10 hits and
charged with six runs.

Crossword Puzzler

-36 worthless

..ES/BANK

By MIKE BRANDON
a home twinbill with, Austin
Ledges& Times Sports Editor - Peay Saturday, Western
It used to be only the swept two at home over
basketball race in the Ohio Middle Tennessee to go to 6-0
Valley Conference was crazy. in the league. Murray now
It was just taken for granted 'stands at 3-3 while Austin
almost every baseball season Peay is ,2-4 and Middle is 14
that Murray State would win and in the basement.
the western division while
In the first game Saturday,
Middle Tennessee and Austin Andy Rice pitched his finest
Peay would' make good ball of the season as he went
challenges And .Western • the route for a 7-1 win. Then in
Kentucky would continue to the nightcap, the 'Breds came
sleep in the cellar.
back fr-om a 6-1 deficit to •tie
-.Murray, Austin Peay and the score in the last of the
Middle are all again seventh but lost in the top of
challenging. . .the only thing the 10th when Brian Cross
is, they're challenging to see hammered a two-run homer to
who _.will__ finish second_ .4,0_ give- the GoWs an 8-6 win.
Western.
Murray State will play at
While Murray ivas splitting Middle Tennessee in a twinbill

SLOW DOWN TONY - Murray centorfielder Tony Throatt
rounds second base behind teammate Doran Perdue after
Mialiag his second homoron in the epeisingleme with Austin
hay.

Murray cut it to. 6-3 in the
last of the fifth with two runs
as Perdue drew, a one-out
Threatt
singled,
Courtney. had an RBI single
. and Fehn drove in a run with a
IF THERE'S ANYTHING
groundout.
•
MY DOGHOUSE
The last of the seventh wat
DOESN'T NEED, IT'S
A HOOD ORNAMENT— - ., as wild as The Gong Show.
With one out, Perdue singled
to center and after stealing
second, scored when Threatt
singled.
Then came one of the
edittro
-Vertial plays of the
inning. Rob Courtney hit a
grounder to- short and the
second baseman somehow
managed to miss the bag .on
the force play and Courtney
was safe at first. Fehn thenfame up-and
it 6-5 and
RBI to make
singled-tofran
runners were on at first and
third.
•
Then came the fun.
Bill Wagoner lofted a fly to
center but Dan Bradshaw of
----the-Governors decided to teat
his arm arid threw the hall
toward first in an attempt to.
F4E'6 THE ONLY GUY I KNOW
double up Fehn.
WHO HAS TO REST LIP
AFTER RESTING
The throw went into the
Governor dugout and that
allowed the runner on second
to score and tie the game.
Then an argument developed
on the top step of the Austin
the
Peay dugout and
Governors, began fighting
among themselves.
In fact, the Austin Peay
coach and his pitcher were
involved in a ,shoutIng and
J;ROM'NE
I'LL HANt
. E ) shoving match, similar to
CANt BEATA DEAL.4,4„K
- COAT7ACK You.R
what took place in the New
THAT!
Akk L..O
'
York Yankee dugout last year
wtien•`Reggie Jackson and
Billy Martin went at it.
However, the 'Breds failed
to capitalize. GregTooley then
hit a hard grounder to third
but the throw just nipped
Tooley and the game went into
extra innings.
'

GREAT GAME - Tony Threatt of the 'Brody rips a homoran to rightcenter, one of two homers
he blasted on tho4ioy. Threatt hod five hits in eight trips to the pies.
(Staff Planes by Mika Bramod•a

Spring
Coupon
Specials
Clip the coupes to byre,
year spring wardrobe
Sanitises cleaned - the
Professional Dry Cleaning

COUPON SAVINGS

forget
the
wet...
with
Soft-n-Dry
rainproofin
Soft-n-Dry does more than
•.protect you from the rainAt/
'
— pies your iffIrbars and-iackets a soft, comfortable
look And feel.'You.get Soft-n
Dry Pauternatically7 with
drycteaningbtevery .raincoat
Ticket
•

'CLEVELAND (AP) — A
field of over 300 entries
competed in the national trials
in trampoline, tumbling and
sports acrobatits at John
Carroll University over the

nr

V14. hull)
ans
04..uititul

•

g

71D"4hir())4,1

The -large .field of entries
Niched the trials, originally
l
ae=led for two ,days, into

'Boone's.-- ExplieiAprt115,

•
•
•
• •

•
• •

•

•

•

•
•

COUPON SAVINGS

••
•
• •
• •
• •
• • • •
• • •
• • • •
• • • I

Sanitufte

•,

Save Money es "Great Care For
The Clothes you
Weer."

Boone (leaner. L. well repenertee'd
in caring for and treating your air
-ments so they wit) alway. he fresh
clean, trouble free and last lon‘er
•
..*
...na••••••••••••••
,

„
733'252

243.72.V

YA.

Winners,,of the trarripoline
gab:
log "P competition
Ron
were
"r.k11 ,1, Manic*, 18, Rockford, Ill.,'
4,•,,,+ and Shelly - arint, 19,
Springfield, Ohio.
'
• 1•••••

.

Least Expensive
Garment in
Order is it)"

1116Wfttklopeort
.04
,

-411`
--E3F_ARE
SKULL
MARK!
I GN /if

Every Third
GormektDarned,.
For Only
16

IS 4

Urge Held
**1

1 c Special

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
411111Mt,

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS-...
"The Cleaner's Interested In You"

t

hlorth 12th
601 Main

T

•,-,—
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-- Nfintei1ff-78 Cost L Lawn
MORE-HAM- Farmers $194-Millicrn "ding

1

Management

Swine Gastroenteritis Heavy
Among Western Ky. Producers

The .Kentodty Departhient feeding and caring_ for
Although the occurrence of
State Animal Diagnostic and
of Agriculture has released a livestoctt and making sure all
transmissible gastroenteritis seek- immediate veterinary
as-sistanceit. for an accurate Research
Center
al
final. report - showing that - Of the--anlinste tact -arress to- - Practices you follow
in ITGE) in swine is seasonal_
Hopkinsvillt .are.
the .
severe winter weather this water," Hartssaid.
..
mowing your lawn make a lot health hazard, West Kentucky dtagnostao•
Although the-diseaseia one position to accurately monitor
year cost state's farmers ' Livestock death' losses this more difference in its health area farmers are • exmore than $194 million.
winter were almost double and appearance than. most periencing an unusually heavy of the most costly faced by occarrences of TGE in the'
The total exceeds year's. what they were last year, -people think.
outbreak of the disease this pork producers, the economic• western. half of Kentucky, •
winter farm losses by more exceeding $15 million. "'The
year, says E.Wade L. Kadel, -effects following an oc- portions if-Indiana, Missouri
-People usually base director
currence of trasmissible and northwestern Teonessel.
than $87 million.
of
animals were exposed to cold
MS
Murray
State
"This supply means that for so long that even some that mowing decisions .on -con- _.1Joiversity.Animal Diagnostic - gastroenteritis are not as It was it'the center that 9se
Kentucky farmers have had to started the winter in good venience rather than on the and Research Center at -bleak today as in the past, quick, Fit procedure required „
iviarrne
KadEe.Irvieenhya
dsimp
.Lry _sufaccepferst to provide a prompt accurate t on
A•linij
rh
-take out of their pockets; one condition cane:kat _Of it health of their lawns," says A. Hopkinsville. - '"In
the
Jro rostenSion turf . toTifrfa
past, when the diagnosis of the disease was
way or the ether,a total-of $194- severely stressea,'-' Harris
snis
smais_shible
fithly .gou..fiti.1_astr.oenopecialist in the UK College ofdeveloped and these method's
malloa-costp
- ared taettpensor noted.
- ,
Agriculture: Powell claims • viral
steadily are being imporved.
during a normal year," said
disease of swine With Its
The agricultuie depaffrpent
A definite diagnosis can be .
state
agriculture 'Corn- also estimated the total cost of that a little more attention to. severity depending upon the their losses and made, little
lawn care helps assure a age of the
missioner '-Torn Harris, "This repairing
animals. Its highest effort to minimize the effects provided within a matter of -- farm
roads better
looking
lawn death losses generally
o
disease," he said. hours" 'by-the center. For
, is money they had intended to damaged by this winter's
occur
throughou
t
the
year.
He
offers
in young pigs and the lowest in "Manyy felt it would have been example, a specimen sub.
see for buying gasoline, seed weather at $15 million coinsome
suggestions
to aged sows.
a. waste of time and money to mated by 10 a.m. •can be
'
•
to -start smist---pared-to-only -$6 million last Your decision will affect your profits, and
homeowne
rs
- who are iirn-- have even attempted treat- examined and • an accurate'
yea4C corps but now-has been year. Snow removal and barn
It -is not uncommont
tho way you farm. Thais why the decision mum.
_
diagnosis, made by 2 p.m. the
lost as the result of another replacement and- -repaircost bering up their mowing arms death losses from TGE in--- ment for
„baby pigs_reach so per.,t__ ':EhcLit"
Consideration must be given to time.availability of._new *De naY•
tough winter."
- also were placed at $15 million for this_sprisw,.
how much the weather affects it, your planting
Harris and 'livestock this-year.
— Mow your lawn to its • Kadel noted, and it is also not. antme
-ues
' 111-1" effecti!!
schedule, the days you have for Wier, how
managem
ent techniques and
producer
s
suffered
As
the
was
reported
optimum
height
earlier,
many hours a,
not too uncommon for herds suffering
ds you It spend injhe fields
the
Coarsely grate unpeeled zucuse
advanced treatment
of
heaviest
severe
losses
this
effects
winter.
of the diseate to
How many SCuss per hour must you cover/
Kentucky tobacco producers short, the specialist advises.
Theirincreased feed cost were escaped major problems this Close-mowed lawns look lose only two or three percent methods can save a trueh chop and cook briskly in a skilWhat about nibarl How much drawbar
greater percentage of pigs' let with olive oil and a smashed
horsetiOwer *5 you need for your type of soil
estimated at $75. (trillion winter because of the early better for a short time. After of its edalt
garlic clove. Remove the garlic
and the implements youll use/
five
days old and older."
greater than a normal year is stripping, season.Frozen that, the. resulting short root
Marked
outbreaks of
Beyond that. how can you determine
Personnel at the Mang before serving. an increase over of $28 million water systems were less of a system, weed invasion, in- transmissible gastroenteristis
what i the best and most efficient tractor in
over the last year and problem this -year and peach_ creased water needs and generally (tar, Kadel Said,
your horsepowet-sange/
represents the largest single crop_ and greenhourte,Josses disease will cause.the .turf to during periods of cold
Where s a good plaCe 10 find the answer/ expense to Kentucky farmers were also less severe.
Try us As your Steiger deafer we re equipped
degenerate quickly. nest weather, „and higher oe-.
with the working knowledge and work-sheets
this past winter. The corn.
_ th,n4ATEJLI LossEsTo
general mowing heights are: currences of it are observed.
required to provide you with the right
--------'-enissioner explained that
Kentucky bluegrass, 2-21
at your service!
/
2., during periods following
in taw( and white
livestock must be fed greaterto five days of snow cover. MBA provide* top dairy, beef and exotic sires.
:
D ARMEL.S
Inches;
tall
fescue,
2-3
inches;
tt the ammo is a tip-wheel drive:lvolife- •
Livestock
at
amounts during cold weather
•
red -fescuak. _2.2.1* Because of e heavy snow Of Cell-your local MBA man for all. the facts:
got a Best-by-Test Steiger to fit your MIMIC
winter
of
millions'
..._
creePutg
lust
ot
maintain
. .recent
body
heat.
Bijying or leasing. we re proud to -oust - weeks,un asually..
- moos; berrnudagrass, 14-..
Labor cost for livestock care winter of 1976-77 $8.1 million. ioch-',--zoysiagrass, 3,4-1- inelo . heavY lasses caused by the
Stmger $ Affordable quality.
.
_
I,ivestock
Product 1 osoes;
1
Steigers are 'Best-by-T".the by locts4 amounted to $56 million *hie
disease have been reported by
•
of 1978 $16 million - At these heightS, density and'
and we II show you.
year, the second largest ex- winter
.
Plum 4ml-2111
uniformit
y will be at their area farmers, he said. '
wither
of
1976-77912.1 million
"days w_hen,we.harl._
Some areas, however, which
.
best
.
Yew Otrectliw-Ussi Ti Fero *adder,At
_over a foot of snow on the - - Increased Feed Ctrst... winterhr the past -have- su
lee kill** Sink* ken Tower tqui*.
'of 1978 $16 million. - winter' of — Mow as frequently as -e
ground,
farmers
had to spend
xcessive Mt losses, have
Tel Free 753-5299
grovitlaorate dictates. As a not
most of the daylight hours 1976-77 12.1 million.
experienced as great
Increased
Feed Cost; winter general. ri4e; mow often osses
WE NWT WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
this past winter simply
Of 1978 $75 million **ter of' enough so that no more than
because there has not been as
.WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
1976-77 $47.2 million.
.
one-third to one-half of the sod many
blackbirds in those
Increased Labor Costs leafage ts removed at any one
areas as in, recent years,
i.Livestock); winter of 1978856 mowing;
Kadel said. million - winter of 1976-77 $27.6
_ There's no' need to
A rule of thumb seed at the
million.
.
.remove.. clippings, to iediice diagnostic center for deterPeach Crop and Greenup mining the severity of a
r-e•-•••
Alouse-tossrs-.- winter-of-llaill---emooTermarere---*Tyrwar
111 AID*AIM ROAD
e-tivrisrntssible-gsrstroentertift
- Farmers who feed livestock $1.6
winter 01..1976-77 and air movemen
t into the soil outbreak is to estimate eight
MAYFED - 147401 AFTE 5-435-4111
--in confinement can take action $2.1
and create insect.. problems. to 12 • cases' diagnosed • by
while the weather is still cold - Increased Cost
Due to Research has pot shown
that Practitioners
for
to-reduce spring ana summer Frozen Water_
each
Systems: remo% al'of clippings • reduces pecimen submitted
fly probledisf*f
s
to the
winter of 1978 $ 1.6 (Milian - this
layer of undecayed laboratory.
"If producers would clean winter of .1976-77 $1.25 million.
•
organic matter.
During the third and fourth
manure out of pens now and
Increased Costs of Clearing
This year. make a definite move to higher yields
week of February, the
spread it Over frozen.. fields, Roads, Equip
ment - Mow bluegrass in the
with Mitchell soybeans. The bean that consistently
diagnosis rate of TGE at the
.„L.
•
they would start the season off. Replacement and Repair, spring.
Some people don't center
outyields all others in official state tests.
exceeded
with a low fly popillation." Gasoline: winter of 1978
level
this
by
a
(
$7 follow this practice, thinking
Mitchell- is a Group 4 variety that Ring Around
marked degree, Kadel saiC 'says Chris Christensen, Ex- million - winter of 1976-77 -41- the bluegrass
will reseed._ ithelped
develop: And When you bu;a bag of Mitchell
As compared with six to
tension entomologist in the UK million.
self. Powell says. that While
beans from your Ring Around dealer you get seed
cases
normally
College of 'Agritulture.
reported
each
Increased cost Due to Barn this practice does produce
that have met the striotest quality standards in the
week, 12 to 16 cases per week
' Flies live through the winter •Replace
ment and Repair; seed, it almost never results in
seed industry, as well as top yield potential_
reported during the cold, late
as pupae in .dry manure and wioterof 1978 $8
million - an improved trill:look forRing.A mund's other champions '
February weeks-this year.
from this stage they emerge winter of 1976-77 -0in sorghums,corn,forages and cotton seeds Our
- million_
For Up To The Minute
as adults in spring. The pupae
•
According
Tobacco - Increased ta•bor.' - Keep your mower blade
to. Kadol, the
• local dealer',..
'sharp.
are dark brown, seed-like C.,osts, 64fered Payment
clinical signs of TGE inand
structures about'4 inch long. 13elayed Interest; winter
REMEMBER, ROTARY cluding vomiting, diarrhea,
of
M0WE RS
• Christensen says- -these 1978/.3 million - winter of
ARE
fever, loss of weight,
-Hardin
1976parse are mostzlikelyt6lW111
__DANGEROUS,
-dehydration-and dgath. When
undisturbed places-in corHutson Grain Terminal
Total for the wintelf of 1978
"Mowing-is the .mo7st . time the disease is suspected, he At Hardin Grain
ners, up on concrete foun- $194.15 million.
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County
consuming and costly part of pointed out, producers should Hardin
437-4102
dations and---•• under feed
Total for the winter of 1976- lawn management," Powell
.troughs and racks. He em- 77 8107.55 million. -says. -Take a-little time to be
phasizes .that farmers should
winter of 1978- January 9 sure
yyour
ouo
m
bo
gertsti
.,ng the
'make a special effort to clean through March 10. 1978.
Local
out your labors."
manure from these areas,
Farman
pointing out that one female
1r_fly can lay about 500 eggs.
Stable flies and houseflies
Ky.
'are the two pests whose life
Farmers
1-800-592-5409. cycles would most likely be
cut short by this late winter
deers:$ a.s.-111 p.m. Nee.-Set.
cleanup, according to the
Exeept
entomologist.
„
.. "Besides providing good
Birds that pull up„....rn have been available and used
fertilizer to crops, spreading sprouts can present farmeia for a number of years. but that
manure on open fields exposes with an expensive and time- Measural 50 W is the newest
pupae to field mice and other consuming problem. It's a and probably' the most efpredators," he notes. "This problem that can
be fective- particularly on
can give producers a head prevented, though, with a flocking birds'. He says it is
Lagkik - Mgrs. - Charles Sadler
start on fly control for chemical ,that should be relatively inexpensive and
available at most farm supply easy to apply.
spring"
stores this.year
According to directions, a
Morris Bitter, Extension one-pound bag of the chemical
agronomist in the UK College - is trisect with 100 pounds of
of Agriculture, notes that the seed-corn in the hopper box.
chemical-Measural 50 W"The chemical doesn't kill
wis a little scarce in parts of birds, but it causes those that
Kentucky Jest sping" but eat it to give off distress calls
Should be more plentiful now. that drive away other birds,'
A nationwide study con- Bitzer says.
Like These
ducted by the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service showed that
fvofflifibri-afireltlatr red-winged
'Ilow'd I get this fende
blackbirds, -crows
and
fixed so fast?"
starlings are the principle
Pr o'tamable SIIIMINW
culpzits in pulling corn
sprouts. The problem is
especially 'Severe in. .fields
nearfeating or roost* areas,
Bitter says. Seed planted too
*snow'ar in loose sel are
particularly
,
x
•
4141.,
Accessorise
_ Reiearc.het8 found that _ill
TiW111.0144411.;4fiv.a4eisirs;•;
1141VROJK
• some -field,sprouts-pulling by
Ia
Juø ****ar lervics,rest/vieimi's tvolp:
birds caused losses of up to 50
TollFre
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e
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Winter-Manure
-Cleanup Controls
Seasonal Flies
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LOWU VOUR OPERATING COSTS!

Controlling Birds That
Pull Up Corn Sprouts
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OF SMITH DISCOUNT CARPET-s..646 Si.
and RADIO EQUIPMENT
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6

Or

some counties it wasn't uncommon to find a live to 10
percent lose as an aierage for
the entire county "
The specialist points alit
that chemical repellent',

.
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TO ECONOMIZE MEANS TO CUT COSTS — AND CUTTING
COSTS MEANS USING A STEIGER TRACTOR.
*FEWER MAN NOUNS
*LOWER FUEL COSTS
.1
'LESS DOWN TI
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITIQNr.WE ARE THE
COMPETI 10ft •
•

101•N

in.o

.

EQUIPMENT 0.

JUNCTION OF HWY 121 SIDALIA-MAYFIRD
PHONE 141-6020 AfInt 5 PM PHOIR 435-4407
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unpeeled zuciskly in a skilnd a smashed
love the garlic

are
preventing -some growth of control than if treatments
start
weeds in your lawn," says delayed until new bulbs
(educe evaporation. Research
With soggy field cOaditions
rn Herron. "But special to develop:- - ------ a
iaes
arv
at Ul$ has shown that 15-te 20
airild___garlie
that have-made plowing and percent more moisture as
Isaateedertaat---times to a Although the.
- treatment will control - most disking difficult or impossible
control certain weeds."
grpwing
the
duririg
retained
at
lawii
early this spring, Kentucky
Since crabgrass is an winger broadleaf,weeds in the
later farmers should consider season after no-till planting."
weed that germinates from this time of the year,
Bitzer says the belief that
for planting corn no-till in 1978_
seeds each year. Herron treatments may be needed
compares
corn
According to Morris Bitzer, favorably with conventionally
recommends treatment With a broadleafs that. germinate
have
,Extension -grain - crops planted 'corn,only dutina. dry.
crabgrass after early treatments
- preemergence
Fatillara i Equipment
- - - -a- apecialiatin the-ilk-College of
'herbicide in Estabilished been made.-- • - •
seasons is a fallacy. He paints
Herbicides recommended, Agriculture, - no-tillage
lawns before the seeds begin
several-years of studies in
to
for broadleaf weed control in planting has several ad. to sprout.
ll corñ.
which yields. of
; vantages • overaa_leaditional
"Since soil beneath the soaa established lawns ere:'24-0
no-tiThöse
tornazircatitl*
eon.,
_many
eL Do rieti :use methods .under
does net warm up as guickly aStiteX; and Banvconventionally planted „corn
'chemical ditions.
the
where
Banvel
seeds.
crabgrass
soil,
.as_ bare
on several.different Kentucky
root
We're set here to Meet competition we're here to SAVE
a In sod will sprout later in the .may tie_ washed into the
could soils. Yields of corn planted .
-'
"No-tillage farming
or
spring .than seeds in the zone of desirable trees
YOU MONEY!
save a lot of soil from being wittibut tillage were equal to . .
•
garden or flower bed," Herron shrubs.
washed from Kentucky .or 'greater than -.those of the
These chemicals - are fields," he points OuL "In
says. With this in mind, he
1977, canyentionally planted Corn in
.. advises that areemergence available under- -different too many- sloping fields were' „all comparisons. . -various
be applied in late trade names and in
in
herbicide
corn
_to
planted
and
plowed
few
a
lists
The
agronomist
_753-0212
label
'• z-March or early April. in . cOmbinatians, Follow .
of the state: With conditions under which nobui: several parts
Open 7ti14:30Men.-Fri.
you
product
of
directions
in
and
Kentucky,
southern
normal rainfall early in .the tillage planting would-not be7 til Noon Sat.
.9
mid to late April in northern
planting season, SeVere desirable. Among them are
Emergency Deliveries Anytime
these
says
statelle
part of the
,, occurred on those the existence of a perennial
sion
feireolds
treatments should be varied
-weed problem that must be
depending on tetnpertures_
-Bitzer also notes that Malin controlled . by . incorparateca
' .Heabicidei - prese-ntly ------.., 77-7-7--7 --- - --- planting. dbaserVes-aatterei chemicals; wet, -day-type
recommen.ded for
labor-and time.
'soils that will not allow air,or
preemergence-a-erabgrass -I
-water meverhenf-et":wili- not
.
.
.
in - established
control
this method requires one- warm up until very late in
bluegrass and tall fescue
fourth of the fuel and less than spririg; or _conditions under
lawns are: benefin i Balan );
a third of the labor and- time which, only a- low --level of
. bensulide (Betasan aild Pre
. .
spent in conventional planting management is available.
Sari); DCPA (Dacthal); end
"It takes a higher level of
Action is *king up hu'systems," the specialist says.
siduron (Tupersan). Siduron Congress- on several bills
Recent research also shows management to be a suc(Tupersan)' also is -recom- designed to aid farmers thit physical condition of the*.cessftil no-till farmer than it
mended for control in newly, distreated._ bytlow _farm prices soil improves under no-tillam lakes with conventional tillage
Thesea -and ,inflation-fed cost in culture. With fewer trips over practices," -Bitter saYs. He
lawns._
Seeded
I
Here's the great
materials are sold in different
the field, compaction and Points out that - the no-till
combines
that
single cross
under various
formulations
to
expected
are
Lawmakers
structural damage to the soil farmer must keep a closer
big yields with excellent
tI'e
on,
are reduced to a minimum:--watch aavflePtkoflalefitifia awl-41wee
atleast
stalk STreogtri ano very gud
aet-clthekir
label' d -Barivall-441.3ac.
directien.s carefully for each measures, including a land . ..Soil moisture conditions that weed control in no-till
disease resistance. PX 7.0
product., _ diversion bill that Would also are improved," Bitzer corn relies strictly on
is an-easy first choice for any
weeds
broadleaf
control
To
authorize per-acre payments says. "Presence of a mulch on chemicals, requiring--more
having
been
has
grower who
in established lawns, Herron to farmers who sgt aside part the soil and undisturbed but precision in selection and
problems with leaf blights:
of
these
recommends treatment in
grain and cotton decaying plant roots improve application
stalk rot or root rot Its bred -and May, or acreage.:
March, April
of
to fight these problems and
the soil's .water intake and chemicals.
when air temperture is betThe diversion measure, S.
still come through with big
ween 60 deg. and 85 'deg. F. ,. 2690, is sponsored by. Sens.
a,.
•
- Wds
Herbicide injury to flowers - Herman Talmadge- and
Plant.PX 76 on your best
and shrubbery is most likely Robert Dole. It calls for taking
acres. Get yours how
to otcur-when'the material is some 31 "million acres of
while s4plies are,applied while temperatures wheat, soybeans, corn arid
- available.
are in ttfe high 80's and 90's.
cotton out of 'production, in
. For wild garlic (wild anion) Mao - rota-wear
control,- late March or early averaging $75 per acre to
Apritis the best time to treat. farmers 'Who choose to parEven those Calloway County!assurance of program benefits
_ .--Since the 'new bulbs usually._ ttatpate.
who may still be for farmers who decide to'farmers
thearound
Senate
develop
start to
Memberaaaft the
Imiddle of April, and April 15 Agriculture Committee have undecided about planting a plant-set-aside crops.
The sign-up period ends on '
the set-aside crop in 1978 should
treatment will:provide better already
approved
Talmadge-Dole bill, following sign up in the set-aside crop in May 1. The program calls for
its- introduction In Congress 1978 should sign up in the set- taking aut of production one
little more than a week age aside program.. There is no acre for every ten (10 percent) '
The nation's largest farn Penalty if set-aside par- planted to barley, corn or
organization, the American ticipants decide not to plant a a-grain sorghum and two acres
Farm Bureau, has said it program crop, such as barley. (20 percent) for every ten
supports enactment of the bill wheat, corn or grain sorghum. planted to wheat for grain.
Farmers who participate
Farm Bureau spokesmen But, by signing, up there is an
will be eligible for price
say the acreage payments are
support loans, target price
necessary to induce wide-and disaster payment. .
participation among farmer -In addition to the first 10
in the setaasiate- -program
percent set-aside, aa farmer
Currently, Department of
who grew barley, corn • ar '
_
Agriculture Analysts isiimate
grain sorghum in 1977 now has
less than 40 per Cent of the Export
the option for voluntary
,
'
-nation's farm
. ers ailara to set
diversion for payment in 1978
aside the present acreage
any or all of these crops
for
limits of'10-Per cent for wheat. .equal to an additional 10
20 per cent for feed grains.
• percent of the 1978 acreage. .
F-arm Bureau has been
ATLANTA,Ga. - The
$.20 for
critical of calls for highe Department of Agriculture The payment will be
and
barley
for
$.12
and
corn
target prices and commodia (USDA) has waived inFILTERS
BRAKE LININGS
,loan rates, saying such s ir- spection and weighing of grain sorghum. An advance
U-JOINTS
the total
creases would add to grain export grain used for seeding- payment of one-half
U-Joints? We're special- Heavy Duty Brake Lin-. Guaranteed to protect
be made at the
your 'engine! Filters tot'
ists. We can help you ings , For Safe-Silre
surphises unless additiona purposes effective March n. payment can
all -trucks . . oil, air, fuel;
with. any U-Joint needed Stops! For All Makesdiversion programs ar a Leland E. Bartelt, ad- time of signup.
water We've Got •Erp
All Models!
Please contact your ASCS
for ygur truck.
USDA's
ministrator of
enacted.
All!
for further details.
Office
,At least two other measures Federal Grain Inspection
may get quick consideration'Service (FGIS), said in
by the lawmakers. They are Washington, D.C., that the,
. -.S. 3481, called the Flexible' change was made to facilitate
Parity Act, sponsored by Set the exporting of seed grain.
A 1976 amendment to the U.
Dole. This proposal would ti'
increased support prices ft S. Grain Standards Act
farm commodities ..to. higher requires that U. S. grain sold
rates of diversion of croplana- -in foreign commerce must
by individual farmers. Far- officially inspected and mers who set aside 50 per cea weighed before it can be
BELTS & HOSES
of their normal acreage woul I shipped overseas.
--EXHAUST CLAMPS
Replace worn hoses!
qualify for price support, Prior to the Change, anyone
Exhaust Leaks- ExcesProtect your investment
equal to 1.00 per cent of paria exporting seed grain, he said,
Fleetnte
sive Noise .
in anti-freeze and Keep
The bill, would also grit must apply for an individual ;
exhaust clamps can he
. Don't let a
Rolling
sniall increases in crop Ina.' waiver from the inspection '
you get a quieter ride
ypu
keep
belt
broken
at a competitive price.
rates for this year .an
weighing requirements,
down!
authorize adaiaional mom,: although grain sold for seed.
for the Food for Peace expo-' piirposet is rarely sold • by
official grade.
program
Some lawmakers prefer Oa:- Under the new procedure,
flexible parity concept to the export seed grain is exempted
V PQM
Talmadge-Dole. diversira from the inspection 'and
proposal, and the latter ma- -Weighing requirementas,
by offered as a 4ubstitute. J'r providing that it is consigned
the two measures combine,: for sale as seed; is labeled as
during Senate floor action.
to kind, purity. germination
Is Iderittft@d
7einergalie-1 fat and net.
,1
Qpi
AXedit _biar4,11..sau..*
4ir.:40;ling'increase'YAM- OwnerShIp- and „tipper's export declaratton;
operating iolimits for the and the Dertinent papers Wrsr
Ad- lfiade available, on request, to
Farmers
Home
' The new procedure was
allow Finn/1 loans to be mid,
to partnershrps and cot.- published March 22 in the
"Federal Register.
-poratiorM. -• - -

Spring is an excellent time
to control crabgrass and
brgadleaf weeds in your lawn,
according to anr-rirter-ision
agronomist in the UK College

of_a_Nriculture.
"Proper . seeding, fertilization and correct mowip
height will heti') fliiiiIa
growth of turf grass, while
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SAVE!SAVE!
Heavy Duty Truck Parts
For Most Makes And Models

-

aa It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important pa,
pers, jewelry and other irreptaca'blet
wh_y chance Clay keeping
your valliables in a Safe 'Deposit
Box., you'll have the security of
. 'rowing they're protected from
thee, misplacement or damatae,...
for just pennies a dayi-

PERFORMANCE
lus
ONE
ingle
BASE
CONCENTRATE
oticentrate FOR ALL
onvenience SWINE
Purchase, handle and-Store just one base
concentrate for all swine.
Use .your.grain for sows, baby bigs, growing_
and finistana- hogs.
Medication flexibitity. You can add medication to fit needs.
Performance packs tram Nutrena add special
nutrition to the mix of grain and Shoat-40 MCM,
for pre-starter, sow, and Top Hog rations'(top
gains, conversion).

USDA Waives
Seed

Grain Inspection

Look!What We Have Now
Brillions Full Line

Mulchers"v RO-Crop" Cultivators
v Pulverizers
Chisel- Wows
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'COLOR PORTRAITS.
briqg us yours for extra

32 Apartments For Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM
apartment. Central heat
alvd air. Carpeted.
Water• furnished
couples_ perferred-1414. Vine.

23 Es terminating

5 lost Ana found
JESUS SAY3-184- JOHN
5:19, "Verily,„Verily, I
'say unto you, The Sun
_can do nothing of
himself, but what - he
seeth the Father do for
what things so ever he
doeth, these also doeth
the Son likewise." Are
. you doing- as God
commanded? For Bible
study, ei oup, indisiduat
or by phone Call 7530904

RIR MOREPRO111011-1161111S

DIVISION MerchanClise
manager. Expel ei
LOST gold ring -set with
preferred, but will train.
blue aquamarine and
.. vacation and
four diarnondsb _sid
benefits. Apply Rose's
about- April
- AIM%
:Equal Opportunity
REWARD for return • Employer.
No question faked
Phone 753-5104 with
9 Situations Wants.d
-information. •
WANT CONTRACTS to
build homes. Call for
LOST IN STELIA information. Carl
glOodhound pupp-y.-No
Castile, 7594459.
Collar. answers to
Brandi. If fptuid call 489- WANTED yams to mow.
Call 753-4470 after 5 p.m.
12 Insurance

• EXPERIENCED.
eelmes-4
"
4 rall
"
paimerrs_
* size into July sloe:
-w•allees_ww-asitommis,*---for
-

FOR SAI,.E - One 10160*
mObile home and 1-WW:
Allis-Chalmer tractor.
Call Ben Nix 751-3785_
Shirley s norms
sad
Garden Cern*.
hes

itk
'I*

FREE
Termite
:
111sPet"
i‘_
;wawa,ma

Awn Canty If...., Wean

Kelly
'
s Termite

TOMATO PUNTS
7531751
N. erfo

Pest Control
lion amid sod won.* Ws. a
---Penasawass (Italt.rett tore lub

15. Home Furnishings
DOUBLE OVEN range,
clean and good condition. $100. Antique
round top trunk, $35. Call 436-5454. ,

11
.111dultati
100 South 1310 St

'ONE
ROOM
EFFICIENCY apartment
with
kitchenette,
bathroom and closet,
$85.• Olive
Street
_Apartment, Call 7534453
or 753-7123.

fibone7S3-5914

FURNISHED apartment
for rent: Water furnished. Call 753-8333.

Roaches,Sliver Fist
and Shrubs

43 Real Estate

43. Real Estate
PR UDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brickwith sunken living room,
formal dining area:
custom built kitchen
with appliances including refrigerator freezer; twO full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick_ _wall,
Statel bricked cOlumns
- bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers...
Dust listed. .Call Now.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

43 Real Estate
43. Real E
Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 19567515646

"Profissional Servo es
With The Friendly Touch''

itt`tt

•

A
CAREFUL
BUYER' S
DREAM...This sharp
2 bedroom brick
veneer in excellent
condition. Electric
beat, carpeted
throughout, draperies included. Paved
drivetraYi auPortIn the 20's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
10514.-12th.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
or private

residence possibilities
with this frame home
located gril,y_ , blocks
from court -square.
Property is eoned B3
and could easily be
converted to offices or
• continue,to be used- as
- private
rtsidenee.
- convenient location,
Immediate occupancy;7 -very reasonable price.
phone KOPPERUD
:/53.1222 rot
•
•more information.

FARMERS RE Saving
TWO
ACRE'FARM located
_B_EOR0081.
-Man ey -----fotan3r- --area
toArnholise &Pediment- ___on 'Ebil Grove diurTh'farmers who have taken
-- Range, refrigerator, --..- 2Road. Beautiful building .John
advantage of the group -1952 MODEL
dishwasher, 'disposal,
'sitei, Only $45,000. - 138
24
Miscellaneous
_ liaaer in exArtcraft, 118 South 12th.,
'
ospi
,
WANTED STOCK perkeres___Looijjar_m_land_
condition.
Alio
dellent
'
LAWN MOWERS 3,2 .p.
753-0035. Free parking
through' Bennett' and
with ,t2 mile blacktop
all carpet, central heat
equiptnent.
753Call
22"
lot, use our rear en- - . s°n' Part riNne' sales' AssociateS are saving up
cut. B and S engine.
'air'
and
front
part time. Apply Rose's • - to .$150.00
-age. Pric'ed at
rail
753-7550.
2359. per year. Get
_ $88.88.
trance.
Hard.
$886.00 per acre. Call -sELL YOUR FARM.
Equal Opportunity .
ware, Paris
the facts-before the
through
Nelson Shroat Co.
FURNISHED
Employer,
KOPPERUD
APART• 'farming season starts. ' TWO 12" trip plows. 7'
26
TV Radio
REALTY, 711 Main. We
Realtors, 759-1707.
MENT, near university.
pickup
row
disc,
two
Call
and
Bennett
Mtn
have had many inquiries
--B0ourr:PER -- 'needed:
Call Stinson Realty,
19`.' BLACK
cultivator„,11--ft. FOAND
Associates, 759-1486.
regarding all tyPelimoi
Applications now being
3744
WHITE VV.solid state.
mower. Call 753-5702
Purdom & Thurman
farm land and acrtage
taken, for bookkeeping
Nearly new. $100. Call
after 5.
tracts. if you have a
position with local firm.
Insurance & Real Estate
753-5456.
BOYD-M
farm
or acreage tract to
Person hired must
SouthsidiCourt Square
homes. Call 1-527-8322. 4021 JOHN deere tractor,
REAL ESTATE
Mini
sell,
contact
possess -skills in ledger
us
DON'T BE M1SLED.*e
at 753Murray, Kanto*/
1967 model. Good -.con753-8080
1222.
Warehouse
*Also
ries, payroll, etc.. WANTED
if
you
will
have
STANDING
not
be
uniferl
old.
dition. Call 435-4301.
753-4451
been
• . and respect the con- " timber': We pay top
Storage
wanting
',to putSpace
Your Zenith Dealer for -'
"Professional Sen.lit,
With The Friendl) Touch '
- , -chase acreage, contact
• rilially-`01.--position.
pricer on good quality FOR- SALE FREEMAN
For Rent
-Murray and CallolOy
•
-PRICE* TO-SELL CO
News. Seitlery and - -Degree or associate
II
'ar......,.---tur4or--an-4apdata-.custom-buill_3_
timber and will pay cash
County, Tacker T. V.
753-470
front end loader, fits
home located in Hazel.'
ts---43- 1-914
bedroom, brick,
properties listed-for sale
•eie-preferred_but not _ lor percentag.e_..your_ • Ford tractor. Good
Sales and Service, 1914
Homer' is in good cons .
veneer, 2 battiliiime
Retail Display ad-.
In Calloway Count-. We
--neee_ssary. Ability to
•• choice. Call after 6 p.m. - condition. Call 753-2359.
Coldtvdter Rd.
.14
dilion and has had
sparlo us
- at
vertising 753-1,979: • Work cloSely - with and
x()PP-Env-iv
502489-2334.
THREE
YEAR
OLD
rooms.
Large
recent
redecoration
REALTY
and
get
along well with
SLSSONS ZENITH Spring
Classified Display,
provide a
B ALLIS ClIALIKER with
Palomino filly. Broke to
closets, attractive
addition
insulation.
of
complete
.
.___,Others a definite plus,. • WANTED WHITE Oak
range
Classified
Sale.
Shop
of
around
and
Real
betty plower and sickle
stone fireplace and a
Very economical
and walnut veneer. V5/41
Estate Service, Phone.
- then come see us. You'll __ride. $350. Trotwood
culation and the
ti•it,lety
mowet.1L00Q-Call
deep lot that has
j_travel trailer $1500. Call
-buy IA. or stane'rig,
bills and excellent buycomensu rate- With
us-toda
7
1
afe
-nos.
y.
$20.00
or'
Business Office may
43211.
•
space
492-8354.
for children to
small
at
$14.900.
or
Phone
large tric-,• Call
more.
All
T.V.'s
eicZeitent,
be /toothed *n 753,play or, a place for
Mel
KOPPERUD
38.
REALTY,
Pets
Rhodes,
fringes
reduced.
Supplies
1-502-527Sissons
-including
Zenith
wagon
DUTY
3HEAVY
7916 and/53-1.2
summer barbecue.
1630.
753-1222-fOr mart-eons
• -Tatiapitaritallon-major
----with -beds and -sideari • _Sales since 1962.19 miles& _ST. BERNARD puppies.
ME
Really a nice home
NELSON
SNROAT
and-competent Real
medical insurance.
West of Murray on HighEllis Popcorn Co.,
15 Articles For Sale
that you should see'
Six' weeks old. AKC•
CO.
REALTORS
F OTW
Estate
WA-12
Service.
-1 N S -Tift-FfisTid- personaWiswell Road 753-5451._ -wa 94. Call 382-2174.
without delay. Boyd'
registered. Call 753-5696..
Protlorts
WEED EATERS, model
Contact
,should mail applirtiAn
759-1707
Majors Real Estate,
27. Mobile Home Sales
-5I77
imcif
Jeffs
• Holman Jones, 217 South
Roto
WATER
•
FRONT
shear
Rapp*
and
Cuter
including-brief personal
EEZE=1111
k
model 2201, $36.50. 16 ANGLER Custom
TWO BEDROOM 197$ IRISH SETTER puppies.
lakeview lot in a
phone 753-3128:
Itistiiry, complete
Call
522-8316.
Wallin Hardware, Rani,
Trailer, central air, and
prestigefestricted area.
bass boat. 65
resume; of past exalso a few-five acre.
Mercury motor, trailer.. - heat. Big lot. Near East AKC MALE Doberman,2
-perience and salary 7
tfIMIDAIRE washer
TWO FORD 12 horse expectations to P.
Schbol. Buy like rent.
Parcels only- one -mile__ _
$2500 firm. Call 753-5696.
759-4000.
years
pidCall
and dryer.. Remington
Call 436-2658.
.
from lake. Call John C. .
Box 32•K Murray. Ky..- •
_ ::.riding mowers. One gas
typewriter. Call 75341. Public Sales
erated Weed Eater.
16 VT. CATAMARAN sail
Neubauer, realtor, 505
47l..
x70 WINSOR mobile
- ‘:Theme Akins may, be----boat--27-ft.- mast-withMain St., Murray-163home, all electric,•-air CARPORT S-AL• Aiini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
309
inspeFted
anytime
-.mann and jib sail. Call
0101 or.153-7531.
South
condition:
15th
Partiilly,
or 14' x 24'. 10'• x .dors, ceiling over 12' high,
TILLERS
'Street.
chain drive,. 5
office hours,
753-1362, 753-3125 or 753Thursday,
furnished. Good conlarge enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
h.p
Friday
B
and
and
S
engine
April 10;11 anct.12 *Abe
4029.
. Is Waited'
dition. 18,000 Call 354:, Saturday.
• house fall of furniture.
$199.95. Wallin HardMurray Housing.-bffice,
6292
lam Is MA ws
ana
wire. Paris.
181-2' CABIN CRUISER
71_6 Nash Drive. Bids
43 Real Estate
farydali /Ws 51.e$. bane
with flying bridge,
-will he taken sealed bid
Call Bays 753-3144
THREE NEED - PROPERTY
55
X
10
for Paellas. Lytle Grave Caw
'CUSTOM
MADE
forward cabin toilet, 105
arittwill be open the 13th
wiesity. Call: 713.5511 Week mobile
BEDROOM
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
drapeiies. made to your
Nights 753-7618
. IL P. Chrysler, trailer.
days; 4.15:4225, Saterilays
at 1:30 at the office of
,
home, 75 foot well, well
Need a lot for multiple
megiurement No labor
Sersdays.
All
1974.
Good
condition.
;Murray
Ho-using
house, septic system
housing? Need property
charge. Over 150 pat$2000. Call 436-2538. -4-4uthority.
with 200 ft. field. With
Isclesive Usti's!. 1708
for offices, restaurant,
terns and colors, 15 per
Melrose. Imo mice three ft
two lots on -blacktop-• drug store, retail sales,
cent off month of April.
357 MAGNUM stainless
toe bath brick. Al rows.
road. $6200.00 with hot,
„UNION Banker Life
or consumer services?
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753Ruger. 6" barrel like
larjs.' taw paha. Al
INVESTMENT
$5000. Call 436-253S. .
• Insurance.'a McCarther
We have listed properly
9/79.•
be imbeds, carnal maim
new with. helster .and
GUARANTEE 'Company is expanding
zonedproperities
Shots entry hell awl meet
ammo. $160. Recording
':-.4360 Net Per Week
Immediate Openings for the Following Positions:
BAYWOOD
1974
652
12
X
its sales. force. Weald SALE - SNAPPER
located north, south,
llawsgblet-°NW heat led
Part-lime
Fathometer with extra
PUNT NORSE
bedroom:2 baths, partly
responsible
a.
like
person
ilaallft_aitliba
mower
east
rbeed.
for
these
permitted
replacement
Our peograirn features
paper, new in box,.lists,
underpinned.
furnished.
RN
$48,008.
Certificate
the -new poolop hot
.to represent us in--this
blades. Your choice 26",
uses. Call us today
$250.00 plus, sell for $160.
foods. All are nationExcellent
conditions.
Industrial
Nursing
Experience
area. No --previous ex28" or 10". $5.W each.
ally-known brands such
Loretta
Jobs Relators,
Bear Compound bow.
This modem brick sad stelae
is but stew. spaghetti
$5800. Call 753-2762
Available For Shift Work
necessary.
perience
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
753-1492
law! meat bails......maca.
his,. is located only misetes
Polar II with quiver
4oni and cheel.e. etc.
SECRETARY:
Uiilrmited advancement
1974 12 X 602 bedroom,
treat Wormy. features 3 tarp
All acCounts are secured
mount
and
arrows,
$115.
DISMAY
YOU
IF
DON't
us
in
by
office buildirios,
opportunities. Excellent ,2118 AMP SERVICE pole.
Excellent Typist .
Iseirriews
beilt-las,
with
partly
living
furntshed.
industrial
*hoots.
Call 436-2538.
.ptants and hospitals' in
roes, Mae meas. few*
Experienced with adding machine
benefits. And equal
Call 753.4548 after 5p.m.
Central air. Like new. „ ARE LOW ON CASHyour area
We need
we'll arrange the terms
reeve with fireplece sad Irit.
opportunity company.
and calculator
See
Riviera
"veliaibUt Peoen# in yt",,II
753Cts.
at
1971 18' GLASTRON with
data that Wades • wreak
*ma
Ser LC
-on this *ell maintained
these
Call for appointment 55 GALLON DRUMS,
Send mums Matiag qualifications sad salary
-3280_
before
5.'
accounts We proy.de
accessories. Call 753Sep wage wish self-clews even •
two bedroom brick with
Thornton Tile and
requirements
442-9249 days, 443-9253
secured
locations in
dikre-vrave. lath has.
9580.
your area. investment
den
Marble, South 9th. Call
located
on
lot
with
evening.
1974 CAMERON 12 x 60,
Nadia fishi sociesor• en1
guarantee company fi
Post Office Box 32J
753-5719.
garden area--just 4
nuncios. wholesale-out althi tee lavatory. 3' acres
all electric, central heat
1971
16'
BOWMAN
lets, one year factory
minutes from city
SOMEONE TO TEND a
Murray, Kentucky
*Oh bore.
and air, excellent
- warranty parts and serrunabout with 75 H. P.
AIR
limits. Loretta Jobs
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
good garden,. 501 N. 6th
• CONDITIONERS.
vice. 753-3263 Anytime
ovica 5-10
753-9573
condition.
Call
Johnson motor and
'hours
R.(„-„.
your' thefts
474-8848, or
Realtors, 753-T492. .,
Call 753-4980.
after 5.
weekly. Serviellable .autrailer. Good, $800. Also
474-z/
tomobile„ be ready. • to
in -30" days,
•St art
25 pontoon boat with, 29. Mobile Home Re,,tals
Minimum
EXPERIENCED
investment,
43000. Phone toll-tow
Mercury Mark 55 motor, TWO BEDROOM trailer
FOR
SALE
Philco
cook
painters needed. Top
•
1.800-124-5136.
ASV
3 H. P. gas trolling
for Op ISA. Or write
• stove like new also It
for rent. Call 489-2533.
wages.
527-7327
Call
liot•f God Die., 4470
motor and 10 speed
bed solid wood headc-namolsre - Dunwoody
after 4 p.m.
Pd., Stote 250. Atlanta.
electric trolling motor. 1975 TWO BEDROOM
board. Moving and must
,
..eoeipsa 30338.
Swivel seats on front --trailer, central air and
sell cheap. Call 489-2373
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
FULL AND PART time.
deck for fishing, $700 _ heat.. Nice It. Near
or- 753-9924.
the paper and save for handy reference)
&Join;••jand ,car %hopsTanduni trailer
East School. $120 plus
Elayra niihts. Apply in
SOUTH PLEASANT
SMOKE DETEC1'ORS,
available for hauling,
deposit. Call 436-2658:person, Sonic Drive In.
Grove United Methodist
nationally
$400. Call 436-5548.
advertised
_Church is accepting bids
MOBILE HOMES and
brand. Battery operated
WANTED
for the mowing of the
H
P
mobile home spaces for
lc'
ALUMINUM
and included. Rowland
Maintenance man, good
rent, at Riviera Courts.
cemetarY 4nyone inFISHING- boat with
Refrigeration, 110-South
"Heat Pump Specialists"
terested ran call "James
benefits. Good working
Call 753-3280.
accessories, 20 h.p
12th.
Modern Sheet Metal
Euel Erwin, 492-8410 or
schedule. Appy Rose's.
Johnson motor, trailer.
Sr*
MOBil.F. HOME spaces
Service Departments.
write to Hazel, by April
Equal Opportunity 'GOOD USED tent. Call
Police
and trolling minor:for families. Coach
ts.
Employer.
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
753-1441
753-1621
$1,000.00. Call 7S3-9235
Estates
and
Fox
after 1 p.m.
WANTED SOMEONE to
ANTIQUE radio, real-Meadows, South 16th
INCOME TAX SERlartryeit
Monday.
nice. Solid oak console.
753-3855.
it' BASS
VICE:: "We search -for ..
BOAT .
Cali 753-8150.
Tuesday, Thursday,
30 BuSins\S PenlaIS
fiberglass. 50 horse
every legal deduction
Friday and Saturday. 8.
Tree
Mercury.
Full
and credit due you."
equipped.
Radio
onpal Cnayb.
fll'ILDING‘
for rent on
a.
te 6 p.m. Call 753- WE BUY AND SELL used
Termite Inspection _
Ready
to
John Pasco, 753-5791,Must
go.
Company"
sell.
North
641 highway for
air conditioners. Dill
ORS.
Flies, Roaches,
Winchester S•rvIces
Call 354-8645 before 3:30.
1660-Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
garage . or body shop.
Electric, 753-9104 or 753Sayer Fish &Shrubs
• Also available for EXPERIENCED
all 753-5618.
1551. •
-FOR SALE 1975 Model
Kelley's Termite
'‘.• special appointments.
waitress. Apply gt
21 Hour Wrecker
31
Want To Pent
14'
Polareraft
* _
Jon
boat.
26
Cu.
FT.
chest
freezer
& Pest Control
Chestnut.
Trentiolms;
Service
18 h.p. Johnson and
WA
24-Hour
Service
Slightly
RENT
4
TO
Or
damaged
Murray.
loos. t3th
_ ;WHAT WE IX) best is
trailer. $600
_ acres of tobacco. Call
$299.88 Montgomery
7 Days A week
753-3134
Murray,Ky.
.rare Needline1 753-6333.
2359..
Ward,
153-91111-ater 6
753-1966.
102 North 4th Strait
_
_
753-6177
Phone
Construction
32 Apartmto'
Pi mAptit Dit4ING morn_ TROT
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1301 Chestnut-Murray
LINE
24-100
1534351
Design
-NoOks
online
redwood__ _ILNFT.IRNI811rD
suite, table, 4 chairs,
Reduce serf* & fast with
Draftsman
boxes. Allnew. $15 each • bedroorriTteriU111-hutch and tea cart: Call
Goltese foibles 4,E-Vao
Minimum
2 years Pia
arid air, fully rarpet
753-9289,
.406
%reef 0111s" Weiland
...Call
_ 753-2359.
perience
Must
Murray-Calloway
be
-cidoirzYzzrgin
built-in range. Call 753'0
,
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energetic and Ole to
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County
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.
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furnished
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FOR SALE good used air
. ,apartment. /
• 111- wow« awl swat* tinilt end
1
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me.
Calloway County
from Um
:
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--4iwy.-4341 whir i1IP
Corporation
over large white 'Om'
Squad
Mtn
DV
NAcroaonic, a prpdo.et of
75346111 ertkr 611 P' •
. --I:7513 after
.6 Miles South
cat lost or strayed from
IfIghwey 54 West
11 X III .ALUMINUM
Baldwin. Also room
Near
APARTMEN
T:
•-• 205 South 16th Reward.
Jerry McCciy, Owner
Paris, Tam $11242
Busmen
divider with planter. - Downtown Murray. Call
104waRe shed. 0075. Call
802 N. 18th Street
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& Operator
75,1.gog
901.247021
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-Phone ben
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-ledger & Times
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much to
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home a
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Profe
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just off
Road.
clean
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Real
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S
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Quality Service Company
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Body Shop

PRINTING
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TAXI CAB
SERVICE
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753-6952
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Pe,111
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Call thi
prompt
and rug
Make a
bath ho
heat, fi
baseme
Located
three • .
House

struidin,
trim, tw
ch and
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$5,500.00
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sound in
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on lot •
$72,500.:
Approx
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•
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AL OFprivate
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me home
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•square.
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easily be
offices or
used as
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location,
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4F. Homes For Sale

51. Services Offered
51 Service; Offered
7'
- RENTAL INCOME
'ALLTYM1 backhoe and
THREE BEDROOM
BEAU
your
.PROPERTY near _the
MOBILE HOME ANseptic tank work. Field
brick home,living room,
with lightweight easy-toCH0_11S, underpinning,
universtty.
Bi-leval
install EldointiorStone. fluttering by Sears, Sears
tile lines installed,. 28
-dining room, kitchen,
continuous gutters inand.
awnings,
carports
brick home with main
No costly footings or
years
den, utility MOM. 'Bath
experience.
stalled
per . your
floor having lbedrooms,
rabis seared. rAr.lack
foundations. 100 percent
licensed-through Health
, and half. Call 753-6402
specifications.
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
Call
1'2 baths.-Additional 6
weekdays after 4 an&
Department. Call Rex - fireproof
masonary
Sears 753-2310 for free .
m. or weekend.
weekends anytime. 753apartments with
Camp, 753-5933J
product. Less than the
estiniateS;
1934 days.
-Separate entrances in
cost of natural stone.
lower level. Central
SEPTIC
Use
for
interior
or
exTANK
PUMBYARS BROTHERS &
47 Motorcycles
BLOWN
natural gas heating and
prior. An excellent do- INSULATION
PING. Residential and
- SON - General home
44. Lots For Sale
IN
Sears
by.
save
on
sp.zum GT-380
central electric - air.
lt-yourself
project
commerci
or
we
al.
Rex
Cant
. remodeling, framing,
these high heat__ and
street bike. Excellent
pheme
will
KOPPERUD CORNER LOT 14:a..e
install:Buy
753-5933.
direct
-*aluminum siding and
cooling bills. Call Sears r
condition. Best offer.
REALTY, 753-1222 for
•frono--,,.our factory.
Sherwood Forest, Call
L'Ilutters. • Call . 1,354-8951
763-2310
for
1971
free
WILL BREAK'and disc
courteous; reliable
Plymouth Timber-Lodge
Stone
and
753-8019.
or 1-362-4895.
estimates.
• ' gardens in Stella,
Barracud:
service.
a $300. Call
Fireplace, 706
N.
BUILDING . LOT.
Colawater and Lynn
75%-1516.
Marker Street, Pam, DO YOU . need Stumps
CONCRET FINISHING. " Grove area. Call 489Gregory Drive off Lynn
Tenn. 38242. Phone 90149. Used Cars A Trucks
removed from your yard
„FARA, driveways, etc.
3711.
Grove highway 2 Miles
542-1328.
land cleared of
or
Call
753-0659.
--ont. Beautiful area.
stumps? We can remove
Aurae-five
PLOWED
homes:
stumps up - to 24'!
WET BASEMENT? We
disc'eci. Call Dan
desirable restrictions,.
"The"
_
Irial
beneath ground. Leaves
...1,:make wet basemenp ''--/Celley 7534487 r or
-.0- - *
quiet freedom. Lot, 740'
Law*I
01978
CADILLA
1973
sawdust and chips.
United__ Ftalwe Syndicate inc.
Sedan
De
C
Only
.
._':::,dry,
completel
Work
4,40
.„
..
•
y
8 763988
Tommy Phillips, 436and 180' Mid 5's Ca11153Rodeo Center
.
Ville. Low Intlage,
Call for free Estimate,
guarante
tail
or
ed.
5678:
2523.
Agri-Prsitmets
excellent condition. Call'I MAOE ig SOUTH KOREA. MAYBE YOU'D write Morgan ConSteve Shaw, 753-9490 or
._
45 Farms For Sale
Owy. 121 Noe*
753-5561.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.,,i:
EXTREMELY
?ETTER HIDE THIS E3E-FORE 'MY
aterray,
•
Pada
cah
A
an
B
s
y:
.Co
u
tru
te
oxcti
,
R°
K
"
-2
CalL75.1-0310.SENINT_E CO_ _LI_EAGUE- ARRIVE."
• NEAT. Three bedrocal"753-3S1ST
NEED
FARM FOR
•
TREES ?Dr
..
--021 VEGA.
42001. Phone day or
brick home just waiting
e441•4401P• DO!
shrubbery
REST,LEASE
cut yir
442-7026.
night
49 Usee
& Trucks
for your family. Not
imodow10101.41
51 Services Oltered
trimmed? Call Gee
OR SALE
lin LTD Landau,2 door,
v.'WiwiRims
much to do here as it is ,
Landoll 753-4707.
Located 3 miles West
loaded. 20,000 actual 073 GREMLIN - 6 tyl.
, WILL HAUL__ dilvewii
in tip-top condition and
mit TOUR- geptic
of
Aurora,
*bite rock, bite, sand,
miles, white
55 -acres.
with 'straight shift. Gets 27
54. Free Column
priced to sell. Located
and backhoe work needs.
.ffertabor tasaidime)
Two bedroom modern
decorative rock. Also
Maroon top and interior.
miles per gallon and in
Northwest of Murray.
Also
•
septic
e'
Lam
tank
ResevallesI Snag
fairn home, good outfree estimates on
A-1 condition. Call 759- excellent
condition.
KOPPERUD
Phone
Amos Aorlaarra
cleaning. Call John Lane.
buildings., Price
parking
4039
lot
or
filtIALITY
after
driveway.
5
$1950.00.
p.m.
Phone
1-354SERVICE
.ellyarn-Muldrina
REALTY, 753-1222 .for
Phone 753-8669 or 436-,
$65,000.
Call Roger Hudson, 7536217.
Company bitc: Air con5348.
infiarrnAI-ina _og _this
4545 or 753-6763.
LYNN.-- •
-INT 4
dition sales, and serCHEVKpLET
home and all homes50 Campers
'
pickup
vice. Modern sheet
Custom
10,
listed for sale through
PAINTING INTERIOR,
eight transmission; WHITES CAMPERS
-ntetaL_ deparlxnen
Murray-Calloway
the
.exterleir.- Also dry wail
• 33,000 miles Saarp,.SALES your Starcraft
Larry
5224765
County .Multiple Listing
••
Wisehart,
finishing. 10 years exflobrary
64,
1
silo
$2450. 1976 Ford Custom
West-of
dealer. Travel trailers,
• President. Phone 753Service.
436-2564,
perience.
Call
'van many -factory oppop up and toppers. Both
/290.
Ralph Worley.
tions -18,000w- miles
new and- used. We
customized for family
service what-we sell.
46. Homes For .ale
vehicle, $7500. 1964
East
_
- - We-are pleased to announce that
NICE SEVEN ROOM --Corvair needs paint,
Murray. Call. 753-0805:_home __with. utility and
$554.1975 tiOnda_CH.125
ale;bath. Carpeted with
200 miles, $360.(ail-?O3- .--1072-COACKMAN
aiming, TV antenna,
many built-ins, range,
602 after 6 p.m.'
and)UST LISTED
. hitch and other extras,
eli igerator, disposal;
_EUE_rcioni.frame_
Ins
•
,Jack-W. UddbergCute 3 bedroom homa near the University. Very-•
.
fall 753-7292
tonkuale. Located in
home on Highway 121 in
-wail to--wall- L•cirpeting and many
..
•
•
grand
Pnix.
quiet
Full
power.
neighborh
ood.
1628
are now associated with us as
Stella.. Near grocery,
pleasant fe.tures in this sparkling home located
753_135
after
A
.
?OR.
SALE:
1975Call
Regt:stered Representatives
church, school bus:- - Farmer Ave. Priced in
on quieffisidential street. This is a good home
WInebago motor home.
mid Ws Call 75347211.
and a good,value,only $30,000.
Good garden. Shady lot.
Possession in ten days.
FOR SALE by owner.
Only $12,500. Galloway
'We two bedroom home
Realty, 505 Main,
WESTERN KY. Travel
in city-limits wTth an
5842_
-•
Trailer Sales and Serextra large upstairg
- Members New York Stock Exchange, Inc
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
room. Call days 753-6168 IMO CHEVROLET long
Cadiz,.Ky. Call 502-522- •
Woodmen Bid& - Murray; Ky.
-or after 5 p.m. 753-9646. • w,heel base pickup
8507.
truck. Call 753-9104 or
(502)753-9476
753-1551.
7111Isin
HOUSE AND LOT, lii
51 Services Offered
•
DETROIT NEW YORK CHICAGO BATTLE CREEK
Vine Street, three
BIRMINGHAM
Bill
Rayburn
759-4900
Harry Pattiwsoa 492-$362
FLINT it AY10R1) -GRANOR ANDS CIKISSE PL.NNTE
KALAMAZOO
1971 LIMITED
bedroom. Also at Pine
Buick, WILL REPLACE or
LANS1NC MIDI AND ROCHESTER ST 10
Geri Anairson 753-7432 G•erge GaRaibor 733-11129
,
EPH 5OLLT,HEIELD
repair
your
boat
rc
dock,
LIMN:7 OH HARTFORD(OS VAL r
$800. Call 753-2347
Bluff Shores, 2 bedroom
AN() I NO MURRAY KY
Bill Kopperad 751-1222,
BOYD-MAJORS"
walkway, etc. Shoreline
mobile home with 2 lots.
REAL ESTATE
Dredging
and
Pier
Co.,
1973 MAVERICK, V-8, 4
Call 75.3-8669.
753-8080
Inc. Call 436-2660.
door, automatic, power,
COUNTY
ESTATE city air, new
Professional Services
tires,
' With The Friendly Touch"
conveniences 2- mites --mechanically A-1..$1095. MITCHELLBLACKT-OPPING 1,D$E NO.TIME
from city limits ‘3.3 . Csill 436,5548.
sealing, patching _
SEEING THIS ONE!
acres
of
privacy.
Striping. For free
Here's a modern 3
Private lake. Beautiful
1972 FORD PICKUP, all
bedroom home and 1
aso
wooded park area, barn
power and air, 350, 2 -• estimates Tall 753-1537.
acre-4 miles north .
suitable for horses, shop
barrel, cruise-a-matic,
CARPET CLEANING at
Just off the Penny
and storage building,
$1700 or best offer. Call
reasonable rates.7 Road. Spotlessly •
large 2 bedroom house,
753-4891.
Prompt
and efficient.
clean
and' well
fully carpeted lots of
Custom Carpet Care,
-arranged. Excellent
__closets and cabinets.
EXTRA NICE GMC
garden
area.
753-1335.1
With a le w
Contractor- will expand
pickup, air, power
PRICED AT ONLY
Amp AC Amp DC
to 3 or 4 bedroom to your
FENCE
steering
SALK&
and
at
Sears
brakes.
$22,500. Boyd Majors
WELDER
ications
,
_
now:
with.
Call
753-6855.
Sears
can
753-2310Real Estate, 105 N.
commitment. Priced in
for free estimates
12th.
low. 40's. Call 753-9850. 1977 THUNDERBIRD
hardtop lower and air,
leather i
tor, two 1957 LICENSED ELEC-Thum rbirds
TRICIAN prompt ef1969
Pontiac convertible, __ ficient service. No job toci
OPEN YIRDAYS
- small. Call Ernest
1966 Mustang conNoa led IA
*House
vertible. Priced below -:-=-White, 753-0605. CLOSED ON MINA YS -"‘'s/3
"
0,
market. See Saturday or
Coils
Fri. & Sal. 8-230
Colts
LICENSED ELEC..
-Sunday afternoon only.
Murray home
TRICAN and gas inNo phone calls. Bob
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
stallatio
n
Cook,
will
Hazel,
do
Ky.
209 Walnut-Street.
& Auto
plumbing, heating and
Oat this number after 5:00 to assure
Chestnul it.
sewer cleaning. Call 7531957, VOLKSWAGEN
prettfpt service next day, 753-3685 753.25 1
7203.
Squareback, 'air conand night appointments.
dition. $595: Call 7539371.
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Services
y Touch"

b rick.
th-VOme
•irclous
Large
ttractive
ce and a
that has
ildren to
place for
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WILSON CUSTOM KITCHENS

CENTURY

DISCOUNT CERTIFICATE

April 1 1 1 12
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

COUNTER
TOP

Make a bid on this two bedroom, one and a half
bath house at Panorama Shores. Central electric
heat, fireplace, range, refrigerator and full
basement. Worth the price of $34,006.00.

•ection
• ches,
Shrubs
rmile
0°1
h St
Ky

Located Worth of Tr -City is this immaculate
three -bedroom
with two acres of land.
Hume is in excellent condition with many outMinding features, such as slate roof, all oak
trim,two fireplaces, fruit trees, strawberry patch and more. $36,500.00.

1203 Olive Is the-outstanding location of this five
bedroom, three bath house. House Is structurally
sound in every way. Property is zoned business
and has many possibilities. Offer has been made
on lot with house moved. Interested? See us!
$72,500.00.

ApproXirnately five miles from Murray with 300
feet of highway 94 East road frontage are these
two lots for only $8,000.00.

Sant 'night 73I-01$
Pah, File 7113-6371
lay Noborts

412 South 12th St.

Inv Itaaparth 753-3477
Lola Nod 713-0111
Pat Armstrong 43S-2114
MO

'153- 11111l

THE. vkouse.,

OC YOUR DREAMS!

1971 AUDI. Air condition,
automatic
AM-FM
radio, good condition.
, Call 753-2864 after b.

WITH THE PURCHASE ifj any new WILSON
CABINET (Resainly)
, Redeem At Your Nearest Wilson Showroom

1946 TRIUMPH no
Bonneville.
Perfect condition. $700. Call 3957859.
•'
1944 FORD Galaxie
500XL 2 dr. h.t. Double
power and air. Has
factory bucket seats and
automatic in ths floor.
Good tires and a good
car. $300.00_ Phone 1-354PIONEER
CAR
STEREO, SUPPRTUNERS, and speakers.

We Soled 733.4111

1968 CHEVROLET Impala. Call 767-4254 after
5 p. m.

....YoUr
car
stereo
specialists. Sunset
BOuleVard Music,
Center,- 96
0113.

-

VALID THROUGH APRIL 15, 1978

Carbondale
001 Fir eariisiraroefiars

753-1492
1200 svcanvorf.
loretta 4obs-75.3-6079
body johnst0o-437-4446
Helen Spann-753-8579
Bill Pavne-753-9794
Brenda loneac7531866j8
Glenda Smith-753-1499
-Affiet A*Carty-7S3-2249

Mt. Vern!
Harrisburg

--,
7:
'1 '--.
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Deaths and Funerag—I
Mrs. Chrisman pies
Saturday; Funeral
tieing Held today

Mrs. Avis Reidis Harvey Mimi) Dies
Dead At Age Of 63; Friday With Burial
Rites Held-Sunday At Local Cemetery

Spicial Events WilL
Be Featured.For
264 Hours Here

S
- ecretary

Of State-Drexeil Davit
•

.

•

To Assume Governors' Office.

April Story Hour at, the
Calloway County
Library started off with anproximately 100 children
FRANKFORT, Ky..LAP)- Drexel!
later in the weekend.
While the transfer ri-POwer when a
attending the Community Davis says he doesn't plan anything
That will leave Davis in the gover- governor leaves the state has generally
Eurai „.C.',rouse
Mrs.
former Theatre's puppet show and special for this Thursday, except to
Wilson,Harvey
The funeral for .Mrs. Isayee
nor's chair for just the second time. been an honorary task leading to sevChrisman .of 814 Bagwell,.
resident of the New Concord presentation of "The Tortoise. -just enjoy having a few friends come
Rea. at- SYIllsOnia
Davis said he alsoserved as "king for a eral new Kentucky Colonels, it hasn't
Murray, died Saturday at-6:20
ec'mulmoitY, died Friday at and The Hare."_ To maintain by and drink coffee with me and share
day" for about 24 hours on June 8, 1976. always been that way.
a.m. at the Medco Center; .-11oute One was held Sunday at. 4:30 a.m. at the Weiss the interest in library ac7
the honor."
"I didn't. raise any taxes, just issued a
Paducah. She was 74 years of two p.m. at the chapel of the Memorial Hospital. Chirago, tivities,' the
action
Davis'
remark
concerned
Outreach
The ''honor" isheing acting governor
few Kentucky Colonels commissions) taken by legendary Kentucky politician
age and the wife Of Tollie Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Rev. Ill. He was 70 years of age and programmers have scheduled of Kentucky for more than 30 hours.
Benton,
Home,
with
the
and had my picture made in the A.B. "Happy" Chandler when he was
Chrisman who died Dec. 14,
Davis, Kentucky's Secretary of State,
Roy Gibson and the ReV: a resident of 845 Irving Park, several other programs for
governor's office with my feet on his lieutenant governor in the mid 193L
19-3.
Chicago.
the month of April..
will assume the full powers of governor
desk so I really enjoyed the full benefit.' _ Chandler called a special session (*The Mureray woman Was A . Mayo Mansfield officiating.
Ott.
was
born
deceased
The
On
Wednesday,
April
12,
a
on an acting basis around 9 a.m. EST
_Pallbearers were Jewell,'
of being governor," Davis said.
member of the Mt. Sinai
1907, in Calloway. County "Mystery Animal" will be the Thursday when Senate President Pro
the legislature as soon as then Gov.
Joe .
The second time around Davis said-be Ruby Laffoon crossed the state line on a
Baptist Church in Henry James, and David Houser,Gor.
late
the
son
of
,.tbe
was
.and
guest
at
all
special
regular
Tern Joe•PrAtner leaves the state for
"will probably make a few more train enroute to Washington. Chandler
County, Tn. Born July 3, 1903,:Earl Champy, Hollaqd
Crowley. James Wilson and. Mary Ann Story Hours. The animal's business in Washington.
Colonels. But I don't have any plans wanted to get a primary election law
at liazel.,she was the daughter don, and Larry
More
His
wife
died
Wilson.
Garrett
'identity
will
remain
a
secret
Prather, third in line of succession to
except
to be here and if there are any named.
of the late Robert Collie, Burial was in the -Woodlawn .in August 1975who wor
until•Story Hour begips when the -governorship under Kentucky's
in
Gardens
Memorial.
emergencies I fee). I would have enough
Crouse and Ida Wilson Crouse.
attend
He is -survived by- ont son, the care- and babas of the ConstitUtion, has been acting
The law was passed and helped
governor
experience to confer with the prloper Chandler win the Democratic
Mrs.. Chrisman is survived McCracken County.
Edward
Wilson,
845
.
career
Harvey
e
will
Animal".
"Mystery
be
died
63,
Mis.
Reid,
age
since Lt.,GoV. Thelma Stovall left for a
people and make any decisions,that nomination and ledto the 'first of two
bj four daughters Mrs Bob' •
Chicago,
Ill.;
April
Irving
P
-k,
15
explained.
The
"Mystery
the Parkview
conference in New Mexico April 3. She
need to be made." (Jean) Elberton; 1114 Bagwell, Friday At
The
Convalescent.- Center. three sisters,' Mrs. Etta -Animal" will be provided by is vacationing_in Alabama this week.
Davis bas prpvlopsly served as clerk terms he served as governor.
---111k§thite,Atee.;_sig._ tj. Amp) p
aa a.ineriber Sutton.,
. Mrs.Carolyn Adams,
aritica
registra
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formal
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good
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Oct.
Church.
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March.
•
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e a
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